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To Members of the Forty-ninth Colorado General 
Assembly: 
REP. HAROLD L. McCORMICK 
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REP. PHILLIP MASSARI 
REP. CLARENCE QUINLAN 
In accordance with the provisions of House 
Joint Resolution No. 1033, 1971 Session, Senate 
Joint Resolution No. 11, 1972 Session, and House 
Joint Resolution No. 1046, 1972 Session, the Leg-
islative Council submits the accompanying report 
and recommendations pertaining to state and local 
finance. 
The report of the Committee on State and 
Local Finance was accepted by the Legislative 
Council for transmission with recommendation for 
favorable consideration by the first regular 
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SEN. FRED E. ANDERSON 
SEN. WILLIAM L. ARMSTRONG 
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SEN. GEORGE F. JACKSON 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
A00M 48 STATE CAPITOL 
DENVER. COLORADO 80203 
892-2285 
AREA CODE 303 
December 11, 1972 
Representative C. P. (Doc) Lamb 
Chairman 
Colorado Legislative Council 
Room 46, State Capitol 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
SEN. VINCENT MA88ARI 
SEN RUTH S, STOCKTON 
REP. RALPH A. COLE 
REP. JOHN D. FUHR 
REP. HAROLD L. McCORMICK 
REP. HIRAM A. McNEIL 
REP. PHILLIP MASSARI 
REP. CLARENCE QUINLAN 
Pursuant to House Joint Resolution, No. 1033, 
1971 Session, Senate Joint Resolution No. 11, 1972 
Session, and House Joint Resolution No~ 1046, 1972 
Session, the Committee on State and Local Finance 
submits the following report for consideration by 
the Legislative Council. 
The committee's findings and recommendations 
include a power equalization approach to state 
funding of public education, a statutorily based 
agricultural capitalization rate, a revision of the 
formula for assessing oil and gas leaseholds and 
lands, and a clarification of the authority of the 
Board of Assessment Appea~s to hear certain appeals. 
As directed by the two resolutions of the 
General Assembly, the central focus of the committee 
was directed towards methods of revising the current 
formula of state aid to public schools and reducing 
the local school district's reliance on property 
taxation as a source of revenue. The committee rec-
V 
ognizes that aid to public education wi.JJ_ h4:l' cf 
major concern to all members of the Forty-ninth Ge,i-
eral Assembly and, therefore, recommends, in concept, 
a power equalization formula. Legislation to imple-




/s/ Senator Les Fowler 
Chairman 
vi 
Committee on State and 
Local Finance 
RJRENJRO 
The Committee on State and Local Finance was estab-
lished by the Legislative Council pursuant to the directive 
of House Joint Resolution No. 1033 of the First Regular 
Session of the Forty-eighth Colorado General Assembly. The 
following members were appointed to serve during the 1972 
interim: 
Sen. Les Fowler 
Chainnan 
Rep. George Fentress, 
Vice Chainnan 
Sen. Fred Anderson 
Sen. Allen Dines 
Sen. William Gamsey 
Sen. Kenneth Kinnie 
Sen. Harry Locke 
Sen. Kingston Minister 
Sen. Dan Noble 
Sen. Al Ruland 
Sen. Joe Shoemaker 
Sen. Ted Strickland 
Sen. Anthony Vollack 
Rep. Bev Bledsoe 
Rep. Harold Evetts 
Rep. John Fuhr 
Rep. Carl Gustafson 
Rep. Don Horst 
Rep. Harold Koster 
Rep. Austin Moore 
Rep. Kay Munson 
Rep. Jerry Rose 
Rep. Eric Schmidt 
Rep. Phil Stonebraker 
Primary attention was devoted by the committee to a 
fonnula of state aid to public schools which would enable 
local school districts to provide quality education and 
reduce the reliance on property taxation. After considera-
tion of various proposals, the committee agreed on the con-
cept of a power equalization funding foi:mula for public 
schools, establishment of an agricultural capitalization rate 
at 12 percent, and revision of the assessment foi:mula for 
oil and gas leaseholds and lands. In addition, the committee 
recommends legislation which would clarify the authority of 
the Board of Assessment Appeals to hear certain appeals. 
The committee met seven times during the interim, 
receiving and considering numerous proposals from various 
concemed individuals and groups. The committee wishes to 
express appreciation, in particular, to the Council on Edu-
cational Development (OOED) and Mr. Ray Carper, Property Tax 
Administrator for valuable infoi:mation which aided the com-
mittee in foi:mulating its recommendations. 
vii 
Legislative Council staff members Allan Green, Re-
search Associate, and Jim Henderson, Research Assistant, were 
assigned to assist this committee. Ms. Rebecca c. Lennahan, 
Staff Attorney for the Legislative Drafting Office, assisted 
in the prq>aration of the committee's bills. 
December 11, 1972 
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Lyle C. Kyle 
Director 
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The major focus of the Co-itt•• on State and Local 
finance during th• 1972 interi• coacerned ••thoda by which• 
new state progr• could aid local governaenta in th• reduction 
•f p:r:operty taxation. 
Th• following charge was directed to th• ceaaittee by 
House Joint Resolution Ne. 1046, 1972 Session: 
EEREAS, Two constitutional aendllenta re-
lating to property tax lillitatione, one spon-
sored by th• Property Tax Lillitation COllllitt•• 
and the other ~Yeo-on cause, are being pnposed, 
and petition, are Aft being circ•lated to place 
tb .. on the Noveaber, 1972, ballot; and 
WHEREAS, One ef the•• ••ndllents wouid 
sharply c:urtail and the other totally elillinate 
the uee of preperty taxes for p11blic scbeol sup-
port; and 
WHEREAS, More than three bundred llillion 
dollars of property tax reven•• is now beint 
utilized for the operation of public scheola, and 
the adoptions of either of these .. encimentawould 
reqaire that tb• General Assellbly revise the 
present systea of taxation to shift revenues re-
sulting froa the reduction of Colorado property 
tax to other tax sources; and 
WHEREAS, Th• .. endllents wo•ld have the ef-
fect of requiring that the state detenaine th• 
••unt to be included in each of the lludgats of 
th• scbool districts of the state; would elimi-
nate acbool board control over th• finaacing of 
schools; and weuld place tb• concept of local 
co11trol of schools in serious jeopardy; and 
WHEREAS, Th• aaeadlllente would freeze speci-
fic tax legislation into th• constitution where 
adjustaents to aeet changing ai tuationa could not 
be readily accoapliabed; and 
WHEREAS, Th• adoption of either aaendllent 
would substantially disrupt the state•• ec•n•y 
and the fiscal atxucture of state and local gov-
ernments; and 
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WHEREAS, Although one of the propo1ed 
aaeacllleAt1 advance, the cencept of having agri-
cultural land a1se1811ent1 ~ased upon productive 
capacity, it 11 recognized that this 11 already 
a 1tate ass••-nt practice wllicb th• General 
Aaaellbly d•••• •••••tial to a healthy agrie11l-
tural economy; aow 11 therefere,. 
That th• General A119111tly publicly expre1-
••• it1 concern uout th••• two propoa•d iaiti-
ated ••nclllenta to the 1tat• con1tit~tion on tbe 
grounds that Nth are in conflict with th• con-
cept of local governance of·public schools anti 
could jeopardize educational prograaa ia th• 
state, establish aa inflexible and UNRan'ageule 
tax stmct•n within the con1titution, aad pes-
sibly destroy th• healthy econoaic cliaatewldch 
the citizens of Colorado enjoy; and that tbe 
General Aas8111»ly therefore rec .... nda that t'be 
electors of the state of Colerado 1iv• careful 
consideration to th••• i1111e1 Mfore aignj.ag 
initiative petitioaa or casting their~-
k ll Further Resolved, That the General 
Maeail'y recognizes tut lae•itiea exist in th• 
diatrillution of property tax Mardens and that 
th• entire p11blic achoe fiauce p:rog:r• 1beultl 
be reri-d in flepth; and that tile Legislative 
Council Collllitt•• on State aad Local Finance 11 
hereby directed to connct a purposenl 1t11cly 
of P'lblic school finance and related property 
tax ,re~l•• and to aublli t, f o:r cenaideration by 
the fir1t reg11lar aeaaion of the forty-ninth 
General AsatllblI, a new plaa for th•·f1naacia9 
of public acboo • which will adeq11ately previd• 
for tile funding of education progr••• reduce 
th• dependence •pon property taxation fer fi-
nancing p11~lic 1chool1, provide equity in th• 
cliatrillution of property tax llurden1, anti assure 
local control in tile operation and aan.~g-t of 
plltlic 1chool1. 
Oath• basil of th11 charge, that the cOllllitt•• study 
school finance and related property tax p:rogruaa, the cOllllit-
t•• ceaaidered variou1 aetbods by which property tax•• 111.ght 
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be refomed and the School Foundation Act revised. The fol-
lowing su1111arizes the options available to the collllittee, the 
reco1111Dendations of the co-ittee, and areas in which future 
consideration of state and local finances might be focused. 
Since the state has not exercised its constitutional 
authority to levy up to five lllills for property_ taxation, tills 
source of reYenue bas re■ained exclusively with local govern-
■enta, including schools, in Colorado. AUtbority for local 
govem■ents to tax property is granted by the state ud, 
tkrough this authority, several options for refona •re con-
sidered by the coaittee. They included providing local gov-
ernaents with alternative local 1nrce1 of revenue, providing 
1tate funding to reduce prpperty tax reliance, providing re-
fom for certain types of property and property ownership, 
and revising ■ethods by which property is assessed • 
. 
Alterpative Sources of Reyenue 
At the direction of the co-ittee, the staff prepared 
a proposal by which local mill levies could be reduced through 
a state-collected, locally-shared sales tax. This proposal, 
based on a two percent statewide sales and use tax and a fiye 
cent per package cigarette tax, would haYe provided a seurce 
of revenue collected by the state, :redistributed to local 
governaents, and would haYe replaced all locally 111,osed sales. 
use, and cigarette taxes. Certain localities would haYe been 
granted the option of levying an adclitional one percent sales 
and use tax. The net revenue o~tained frolll these taxes in a 
given county Wllld have been first applied to a replaceaentof 
tile local _sales,: .use, and cigarette taxes currently. ill}loted by 
local governments within tbe county with the re■ainder avail-
able for a reduction of local property taxes •. 
Under this proposal, revenue f roa the two percent sales 
and use tax would have been reduced by an amount equal to a 
$3 per person food 1ale1 tax credit. The reasoning behind an 
increase in the existing sales tax credit froa $7 per persoa 
to S10 r.r person was that ••ch an added credit aigat be ••re 
equitab •• 
The proposal considered by the co-ittee i1 attached as 
Appendix A. Thia plan, a ••oraa411u■ to the cOllllittee, sets 
fort~ ene foxaala by which •ch a tax c•ld ~• i■pl-•ted. 
Nu■enus probl••• which aight lte encountered witll a 
state-collected, locally-shared 1ale1, use, an~ cigarette tax 
-1~-
were considered by the collllitt••· It was noted that property 
taxes would be entirely eradicated in soae cases aad th• plan 
would provide aore revenue than ia currently beiag collected 
in soa• localities. Concern was expressed that •allex coa-
111nitiea currently feel they are protected by the use tax and 
aigbt not favor such a statewide tax. Border coaunit1•• 
could find the tax deti:·Laental aa conau■ers might croaa .. ta"e 
lines to avoid the tax. 
Several local governaents expressed objectien to the 
concept of state-collected, locally-shared tax••• These ob-
jections ranged froa philosophical opposition to reaoving tax 
responsibility frc:a tb• govemmental bodr directlI responsible 
for providing pu~lic senices, to specif c object ons concem-
ing details of the plan. 
In the light of general and specific opposition to the 
plan, the co1111ittee decided to seek other metbods of property 
tax refom te reco•end to the 1973 General Assembly. 
s,,u Funds l§J Replace■ent for 
ca! Prope y fax levenues 
A second method of property tax reform considered by 
the commlttee was that of state funds as a replaceaent for 
local property tax revenues. After extensive analysis of two 
initiated constitutional aaendlllents (amendments seven and 
twelve) offered to the Colorado electorate for the Novellber 
general election, the cOllllittee concluded that such drastic 
property tax limitations could result in serious da■ag• to 
the econoay of the state and i■pose an excessive tax burden on 
certain groups. While the cOllllaittee voiced strong opposition 
to the constitutional a■endments, attention was devoted to 
means by which state funding could reduce property taxes 
through a viable ■etbod. 
Proposed Means of Financing Public Scbools 
The ioal of providing additional state funds for prop-
erty tax re ief was also in line with the following directive 
to the cOlllli.ttee, Senate Joint Resolution No. 11, 1972 Gener-
al Asae■laly: 
Th• COIBittee shall also consider alterna-
tive means of financing pu~lic schools in Col~-
rado and to gather and prepare the ~asic data 
necessary for legislative uae regarding the •P-
-16--
proache1 that might be utilized in a revision of 
the present school finance formula. 
The colllllittee shall conduct hearings with 
interested groups and individuals to discuss 
altemative plane for raising the necessary 
revenue and developing fo%D1Ulae for the distri-
bution of funds which could meet constitutional 
tests under·guidelinea established by recent 
court decisions. 
The conaittee shall develop appropriate 
revenue projections and tax impact studies to 
infol'III the General AssemblI of the fiscal and 
economic implications of a temative revenue 
sources which are feasible for the financing 
of public schools in Colorado. 
At the request of the connittee, the Council on Educa-
tional Development (CDED) offered five altemative programs 
for state aid for the financing of public schools in Colorado. 
Each of these altematives would have increased state funds 
to local schools and therefore would have provided the poten-
tial for reductions in local mill levies. 
The Courts and School Finance 
Another factor considered by the committee was the prob-
ability that any school finance fonnula will be subjected to 
court tests. Court tests have been filed in 31 states and have 
resulted in a great deal of confusion regarding the constitu-
tionality of methods of financing public schools. This is to 
be expected, because the decisions involve a complicated sub-
ject (financing of education as it relates to quality of educa-
tion) and no United States Supreme Court decision has been 
issued. Until the Supreme Court rules on the crucial Texas 
case (Rodri~ez v. San Antonio Inde~. School out,), and per-
haps even w h that :ruling, the con uslon rega ing school 
finance will remain. 
As for the Colorado General Assembly, there is at this 
time no legal impetus to require a revision of school financ-
ing methods. Although a complaint was filed in the Otero 
County District Court for the State of Colorado on September 
3, ·1911, no decision has been rendered at this point. How-
ever, any United States Supreme Court decision on the Texas 
financing fol:'IIIUla will almost certain! y have direct bearing on 
the Colorado method. For this reason, the coamittee deemed it 
pmdent to consider, in the absence of a Supreme Court xuling, 
what the several state and United States district court opin-
ions have and have not implied regarding school finance. 
-17-
At the outset, it i1 important to note what ha• not 





That the use of the property tax, as a tax 
sou~ce fo~ r~~lic education, is unconstitu-
tional; or 
That the same amount of dollars must be 
spent on each child •~thin the state; or 
That the state must adopt any specific 
school finance system. 
Although more strict guideline• could be imposed by the 
courts at a later date, there appears to be a wide range of 
financing altemativea available under the decisions to this 
time. One principle has been established in the court tests 
and ia the major question before the United States Supreme 
Court. That principle is that local wealth can no longer be 
a major determinant in providing educational opportunity to 
elementary and secondary school children. · 
The basis of this principle was clearly set forth in 
the califomia case, Serrano v. Priest, which detemined that 
taxpayers in a "poor" school district are forced to make sub-
stantially greater effort to provide substantially less rev-
enue for the operation and maintenance of their schools as 
compared with what is required of taxpayers in a •rich• dis-
trict. The situation in Colorado is not dissimilar. In this 
state, residents of the Antonito District Re-10, Conejos 
County, could raise onlr $3.99 per mill in 1972 per child, com-
pared with $70.87 perm 11 per child in Lake City District 
Re-1, Hinsdale County. This situation is not confined to the 
smaller school districts. Westminister District 50, Adami 
County, raised $4.b9 per mill per child in 1972 and had the 
seventh largest enrollment in the state. Denver District 1, 
on the other hand, with the state's largest enrollment, raised 
$16.67 per mill per child in 1972. With a Denver mill levy of 
52.99, that district was able to budget $1,328.57 per ADAE in 
1972, whereas 72.61 mills in Westminister pemitted that dis-
trict to budget only $822.41 per ADAE for the same year. 
Conunittee Consideration of School Finance Altematives 
School finance fo%111Ula altematives were evaluated by 
the committee from three perspectives: (1) pmviding addi-
tional state aid to the public schools without increasing 
-18-
state taxes; (2) providing tax relief to property owneras an• 
(3) •••ting the guidelines eatablial:aed by the cwrta. 
The altemativea presented to the co•ittee can be 
gr011ped into (1) increaaaa in the p:ceaent school foundation 
act buy-in 11111 l•rr approach (Altematives I, II, and III) 
and (2) power •t111al zat1011 approachea (Altemativea IV and V). 
Aa presented to the cOlllli.ttee on August 7, the alternative• 
provided as followa: 




This would be a foundation progrua wtdcb 
would guarantee each diatrict $850 per 
ADAE. 
The district •here of the foundation pro-
graa would &et e revenue fro■ apecific 
ownership taxea, etc •. (aa in the preaeat 
law) pl•• th, revenue froa a foundation 
levy ef 30 aills. 
The ata.te shire would be the difference 
between tbeS!O feundation level and the 
aaount of tbe diatrict'• •~are. 




This would be a feandation pregram wluch 
would guarantee each district $850 per 
ATJAE. 
The district share of the foundation pro-
graa would &e the revenue from specific 
owaeratdp taxes, etc. (as in tbe present 
law) plus th, reveaue from a foundation 
levy of 35 mills. 
The sjate shfre would be the difference 
between t,ea5o foundation level and the 
aaount of the district's ahare. 
ALTERNATIVE III (Buy-in) 
1. Thia WOllld be a foundation program wlrl.ch 





ne district share of the foundation pro-
graa would 6i the revenue fro11 specific 
ownership taxes, etc. (as in tb• present 
law) plus the revenue froa a foundation 
levy of 40 mills. 
The st1t• shire WO'.,ld be th• differeace 
between the850 foundation level ud tb• 
amount of the district's share. 
ALTERNATIVE IV (Power Equalization) 
1. For each of the first 12 mills levied ~Y 
a district, state resources would be ap-
plied to guarantee revenue in the •ount 
of $45 per ADAE for each mill levied. 
The atate • s share would IN reduced lty the 
aaount received by tbe district froa 
specific ownership taxes, etc., as in the 
present law. The potential revenue 
available to the district froa the first 
12 ■ills levied would be S~O per AIME. 
2. For the next 30 ■ills levied by a dis-
trict, state resources would be applied 
to guarantee revenue in the aaeunt of $12 
per ADAR. for each ■ill levied. Thia 
W011la guarantee an additional $360 per 
ABA'J!. if the district elects to levy the 
full 30 lllills. The petential reveaue to 
a district would be at least $900 witll a 
42 ■ill levy. 
3. A ■ini- of $100 per ADAE would be pro-
vided for all districts. 
ALTERNATIVE V (Power Equalization) 
1. For each of the first 30 ■ills levied by 
a district, state resources would ~e 
applied to guarantee revenue in the 
aaount of $30 per ADAE· for each mill 
levied. The state's share would be re-
dlaced by the amount received by tb• clia-
tr.Lct fro■ specific ownership taxes, 
etc., as in the present law. The poten-
tial revenue availule to the district 
fro■ the first 30 llills levied would be 




For the next 5 llills levied bl a district, 
atate re-aeuzces would be appl ed to g11ar-
antee reweaue in the·IIIOUnt of S12 per 
AJJAf. for •act. 11111 leried. This would 
guarant.-. 111 additional S60 per AIJAE if 
the cllnnct elects to levy the full 5 
■ills. 'tM potential nYenue to a dis-
trict -.ld '8 at least $960 with a 35 
aill levy. 
A aiailul of $100 per ADAE WOllld be pro-
vided for all districts. 
At its aeeting on Oc:tober 9, the cOllllllittee voted to en-
dorse the concepts eal>odied in Alternative IV and requested 
that data be pnaented to the c011111ttee conceming the effects 
of revised property •••••••nts and average daily attendance 
in the schools. Ma zealt of these data, CX>ED presented a 
revised Alte:mative IV to the coaaittee on Novealter 30. 
~••ittee RecOJl!Plendation 
It is the rec01111aendation of the cOIDlli.ttee that the con-
cepts included in revised Alternative IV be considend by the 
1973 General Assembly. The rec01111endation includes the fol-
lowing concepts: 
Power E9!!alization Formula 
1. For each of the firat 20 llills levied by a district, 
state resources would be applied to guarantee rev-
enue in the amount of $36 per ADAE for eahh ■ill 
levied. The district's share would be the amount 
raised by the property tax levy plus the revenue 
available to the district fro■ specific ownership 
taxes, etc., as in the present law. The state's 
share would be the difference between the district•s 
guaranteed eatitle■ent and the aaount of the dis-
trict's share. The revenue available to all dis-
tricts qualifying for equalization support for the 
first 20 aills levied would thus l,e S720 per ADAE. 
2. For the next 15 ■ills levied by a district, state 
resources would be applied to guarantee revenue in 
the •ount of S12 per ADAE. for each ■ill levied. 
The state•• share would be the differen,e between 
the quaranteed entitlement for tbe number of mills 
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levied, less the amount raised by the levy. This 
would guarantee an additional $180 per ADAF. if the 
district levies all of the additional 15 mills. 
The potential revenue available to diatricts qual-
ifying for equalization support would thus be $900 
per ADAE with a total levy of 35 milla. 
3. A m·inimum state support of $100 per ADAE would be 
provided for all districts. 
1. 
2. 
Budget Limitation Plan 
It is proposed that a budget limitation plan be es-
tablished, for the school district budget year 1974, 
providing that the total general fund budget per 
ADAE in a school district may not be increased by 
more than {a fixed N of the total general fund 
budget per ADAE In 73. The limitation would ap-
ply to all general fund budgeted expenditures 
for districts budgeting an amount in excess 
of $900 per ADAE. For the school district 
budget year 1974, increases in excess of this 
amount could be authorized on16 by a state school district budget review oard. 
For the school district budget year 1975 and there-
after, the total general fund budget !er ADAE could 
not be increased more than affixed~ of the total 
general fund budgeted expen~ ture per ADAE for the 
preceding budget year. Increases in exceas of this 
limitation could be authorized by the school dis-
trict budget review board .ll by a vote of the people. 
- Under the provisions of the existing law, · a portion of 
the general fund budget ·of a school district is not subject to 
limitation. The portion of the budget which is subject to 
limitation varies from district to district. On the average, 
aP,pro,umately 82% of the general fund budget is subject to the 
6~ limitation provision. In recent years, total general fund 
budgeted expenditures per ADAE have been increasing at a rate 
of about 8% per year. <X>ED discussions centered around the 
concept of authorizing a 7-1/2% increase for 1974, dropping 
this to a 7% limitation for 1975 and the years thereafter. 
By establishing a fina limitation on the total •ount that mar 
be budgeted per ADAE, all excess revenue available to a schoo 




'ft9t1r ted eunslde11tc1on1 
•-t 
1. The language of the bill shoai~ accommodate the 
year-round school concept. 
2. Provision should be included to accommodate the 
excess costs of financing small attendance centers. 
3. Certain programs· should continue to be financed 
through the categorical approach such as special 
education, transportation, etc. 
4. Provision should be included in the law to accom-
modate the budgetary problems of districts experi-
encing a decline in enrollment. The State and Local 
Finance Committee has previously approved the con-
cept of pemitting districts to base their budget 
on the ADAE. of the budget rear or the ADAE of the 
preceding budget y·ear, wh chever is greater. 
~. The language should provide for semi-annual finan-
cial reports to be i,ubmi tted by school districts. 
This would pexmit financial data to be developed 
for both the calendar year and the July 1 - June 30 
fiscal year. 
6. In order to assure the stabilization of property tax 
rates and pe:rmit school cost increases to be accom-
modated through growth in the tax bas~, it is sug-
gested that the state establish a commitment to 
allocate 37-1/2% of the state general fund reven~e 
growth each year to increase the appllplli~lon II 
the school equalization program. This would begin 
in the 1975-76 fiscal year. 
Projections by CX>ED of the potential costs, and poten-
tial property tax reductions embodied in the reconrnended plan 
are attached as Appendices Band c. Appendix B provides data 
for all 181 school districts on what the general fund mill 
levies would have been had the prop,sal been in effect forthe 
1972 school rear. Appendix C provides comparative data, for 
all school d stricts, conceming 1974 projections of enroll-
ment, financial capabilities, state support under the ~resent 
law and under the proposed program. Exam,al.11, pzovidti:! by 
CX>ED, of how districts would be assisted~ the recommended 




OOED POWER EWALIZAnCJI SotOOL FIUANCE PLAN 
20 Mills/$36 -- 15 111111/$12 
1974 Eat. 1974 E1t. Current 
1974 Est. Stlh Stlte Gen. Fund Current 
1974 Rev./ADAE Support surrort Budm Gen. Fund 
Elti111ated Rahed By Per ADAE 20 Mi 1/$36 Per E L•;J 
ADA~ ! IU.ll L•D et !5l§ 1~ !Y:U•a1a ll272l ! 197 } 
1 Mapleton 6,548.9 S 9.59 $299.34 $,08.72 $ 914.62 61.29 
,0 Westminster 15,924.4 5.60 383.381 664.58 822.41 72.61 
1 En9lewood 4,612.6 16.42 202.3'l 325.94 1,096.91 59.526 
2 Sheridan 2,315.4 6.66 354.1'7 616.29 905.89 67.00 
5 Cherry CrHk 11,993.6 14.58 219.1/6 378.29 1,145.03 73.95 
6 Littleton 17,679.6 8.64 334.28 560.76 884.92 .6.19 
28J Aurora 18,697.4 7.61 342 ;51 587.53 920.82 72.08 
Re-lJ Lony11ont 12,630.8 9.00 331.16 551.16 921.62 56.97 
Re-2J Bou der 21,735.4 12.99 24~1.43 408.46 1,091.57 61.82 
Re-32 Salida 1,454.1 9.96 30"1.69 510.41 636.78 32.00 
R-1 Kit Canon 130.7 51.17 ,.o.oo 100.00 1,887.09 32.99 
1 Denver 80,959.0 20.46 1"16.28 249.08 1,328.57 52.99 
3 Security 8,148.8 3.94 407.03 748.11 720.61 54.80 
11 Colo. Sprlnv• ,.,762.0 10.60 ,196.20 487.40 975.73 53.13 
60J Miu1-Yoder 124.2 22.68 :170.37 198.77 1,387.23 40.'8 
lJ Kre•llnv 422.5 26.,0 134.59 106.59 1,128.96 39,97 
R - 1 Jeffer,on 73,252.0 8.55 325.96 554.06 916,67 6'.90 
9 - R Duren!o 3,713.1 9,98 312,34 514. 70 843.37 45.'8 
R • 1 Fort ollln1 12,398.9 11.17 270,12 451.06 1,0,0,92 63.26 
R - 2J Loveland 7,868.0 8.96 332.06 "2.78 833.37 48.68 
Re- 1 Sterl1119 3,829.5 12.93 255,95 419.16 987.6' 51.85 
51 Grand Junction 12,184.8 8.96 317.39 538.11 854,56 57.68 
Re- 1 Corter. 2,754.7 6.99 353.79 609.97 887,01 47.83 
R - 1 L• .Junta 2,774.8 6.09 386.37 6'8.7' 884.40 60.68 
60 Pueblo City 24,530.04 8.14 349.79 585.27 807,87 47.943 
R • 1 Telluride 212.3 20.79 l".80 222.00 1,213.80 34.97 
Re• 2J Norwood 291.0 11.10 246,,0 428. 70 1,125.43 47,25 
Re• 1 .Jul11burg 424.8 16.76 199.78 316.58 1,189.08 51.41 
6 GrHley 9,834.4 9,25 316.01 531.51 960.76 62.24 
R-J-1 YIDI 1,026.2 l7.i43 197.77 301.17 1,194.15 '°·'° 
The projected cost to the state for the 1973-74 fiscal 
year is estimated at $202~562,227. For calendar year 1974, 
the cost would be $261,049,455. 
It is the conclusion of the conaittee that the imple-
mentation of the concepts of revised Alternative IV, including 
the limitation on budget increases,could meet the goals of the 
committee, namely, to provide increased state fundinq of pub-
lic schools, provide property tax relief, and move in the 
direction of meeting the test of constitutionality. 
The committee also concludes that the proposed funding 
plan can be implemented without revision of present state tax 
rates. Attached as Appendix Dis a memorandum prepared for 
the COlllllittee by the Legislative Council staff ln which gener-
al fund revenues from 1966 to 1972 are examined and revenues 
projected to 1975 on the basis of the 1966 to 1972 trend. On 
the basis of these projections, the committee ls confident 
that the reconnended school finance plan can be implemented 
without increasing state taxes. 
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Testimony was presented to tne C011111ittee conceming the 
need to refom the fonulae by which certain types of proper-
ty_ and property owners are taxed. In each instance, the stat-
utes currently protide differeat means for evaluating property 
for tax purposes. 
Agric,lturil Landt Taxation 
Agricultural lands are presently assessed on the basis 
of what they produce. As provided in section 137-7-3 (5) 
C.R.S. 1963 (1967 SUpp.), the val~• of agricultural lands, 
exclusive of i■prove■ents, is to be detemined·on the basis 
of the earning or productive capacity of tbe lands during a 
reasonable period of time, capitalized at •coa11only accepted 
rates~;' 
The tem •c-only accepted rates• has led to a policy 
of the State Board of Equalization to capitalize the agricul-
tural industry at a rate •f seven percent plus t-» percent fer 
property taxes paid. OJED pmtided the co-ittee with three 
exa■ples designed to represent an average situation for graz-
ing land, dry land and irrigated land, and to deaoastrate the 
significance of the ad valore■ tax as it applies to Colorado 
agricultural lands. In outline fom, these three exa■ples were 
as follows: 
•GRAZIIG LAND 
I. Assu■e an average situation weuld require 4ij; acres of 
land to furnish grazing for one cow unit. The number 
of acres required to graze one cow will vary throughout 
Colorado. However, the present ad valore■ tax fexaala 
which i■pl ... nts our present ad valore■ tax statute rel-
ative to atri~ultural lanas, adjusts this carrying capa-
city to fit the various areas involved. Accordingly, 
the valuation per acre will vary but the valuatio~ per 
cew unit will 1,e proportional. 
II. Tbe Division of Property Taxation bas estaltlished the 
follewing: 
1. Assessor shall properly classify lands. 
2. Assessor shall establish correct carrp.~g capacity 
and g-razing season for each area when land is 
being appraised. 
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In the interest of unifomity and equalization 
of assesaent, the followiag coaatant facters shall be 
uaed •ntil c~anges in econoay are safficient in aaount 




$4.00 per AUil ahall be used. 
7 cents per acre shall be a dea~;~!~le 
expense for water and fencing •. 
Net lnco■e shall be capitalized at 4)%. 
Actual value of improvements shall be deter-
■ined by the assessor considering six factors prescribed 
by law, and 30% of this total taken as assesUlent of 
improve■ents for current year. 
III. Ad Valorea Tax Costs - $10.42 
For a 48 acre cow •nit, it is assumed that you would 
graze 4 acres per ■onth. 
1. S4.00 income per NJM • 4 acres per AUil = S1.00 
gross income per acre 
ll.00 gross income -$.07 expenses= S.93 net incoae 
S.93 net inco■e • 9% cap rate= S10.33 actual value 
per acre 
$10.33 actual value x 30% = $3.10 assessed valuation 
per acre. 
2. Using the average of 70 mills - tax per acre= 21.7. 
3. At 70 aills tax for the 48 acres would be $10.42 
IV. Interest Costs - $30.00 
1. A typical purchase price for a cow unit is Sl,OOO.oo. 
2. It is estiaated that one-half of the value of a cow 
unit is mortgaged. Therefore, a s~oo.oo loaa at 6% 
annual interest on the cow unit would equal $30.00. 
V. Producer Concept (assuming the following) 
1. 10 year average calf waning weight 370# 
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2. Cattle ~erations in Colorado~ f,;ff du n{ the past 10 years= 
c~p weaned) 
3. The average price received by Colo-
rado cattlemen charing the rast ten 
years for the calf at wean ng age 
was 33t per#, . 
3~0#i' X 33, = S122. 20· X 90% = 
4. Fixed cost of cow unit -
Property Tax 
Interest 
5. Other cost of cow unit such as -
bull cost - supplemental feed - de-
preciation and maintenance of equip-
ment, 1:,uilding, etc. - veterinary 
costs - interest on cow investment -
amortizing of cow cost -
6. Net yield from which to pay labor 
costs and a return on 1/2 of origi-
nal cow unit investment -
S10.42 + $30.00 + $45.00 = $85.42 
$109.87 - $85.42 = net yield 
7. Assuming a 200 cow unit -
111.ni•• labor requirement for 200 cow 
unit is l 1/2 ■en - or the producer 
as l ■an and fuil! assistance or 1/2 
man equivalent - S 4.45 per cow unit 
or S4 890.00oeer 200 unit would pzo-
vide $3,260., · for operator salary 
plus Sl ,630.001 _ for fuily assistance 
or hired help. . 
Which would allow for labor per cow 
unit 
8. This exuaple shows the cow unit re .. 
turning S24.45 to offset a llli.niaum 
labor cost, or mini111m return on 
land eC!fl,lity, but not both. All as-
sumptions are liberal and would re-









I. Incoae to the Landlord (aawaing tbe followl.ng) $49,.00 






Of the 100 acres, 10 acres are deducted 
for wasteland, fence rows, etc.= 90 acres 
of tillable land. 
Ia .... tt production, l/2 the acreage is in 
su•er fallow, therefore, 45 acres .... 1d 1M 
in aanual prodltction. 
10 year average yield per acre= 20 bushels. 
10 r•ar average price received per bushel, 
inc uding government payaents = $1.65. 
F. 45 acres X 20 bushels X S1.65 = $1,485.00 
( return for 100 acres of which l/3 cxop 
rent to landlord == $495.00 ( landlord 
share)), 
II. Ad Valorem Tax Cost 
A. S495.00 landlord income t 9% cap rate to 
get act•al value= $5,500.00 (for 100 
acres) 
e. Actual value per 1 acre • S55.00 
Assessed valuation per acre= Actu·al value 
S55.00 X 3~ = S16.50 (asseaaed valuation 
per acre) 
c. Assessed valuation for 100 acres= $1,650.00 
D. Applying a 70 aill average rate, property 
tax on 100 acres is S115.50. 
III. Interest Coats 
A. Land capable of pmducing 20 bushel yield 
could be purchased fer s100.00 per acre X 
100 acres= $10,000.00 
B. It is estimated that 1/2 of the value is 




annual interest on the 100 acres would equal 
$300.00 
IV. Summary 
A. Income to the landlord• 






Or, $79.50 retum to the landlord 
on s~,000.00 equity 
IRRIGATED LAND 




A. Using 100 acres of irrigated land for 
com production 
e. 10 year average yield per acre= 100 
bushels 
c. 10 year average price received per 
bushel = $1.25 
D. 1 acre X 100 bushels X $1.25 = $125.00 
Landlord share 1/3 of crop or 




Fence costs S .40 per acre 
Water costs (deliverd 
to field) 7.00 per acre 
Fertilizer costs - $20.00 
l/3 paid by landlord 6.67 
Spraying costs· - $4.50 per acre 
1/3 paid by landlord 1.50 
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40t + S7.00 + S6.67 + Sl.50 = fixfd 
cost \without taxes or interest} 
f. Net Retum (without taxes and interest) 
$41.66 - $15.57 = 
II. Ad Valorem Tax Cost 
A. $26.09 landlord income per acre• 9% 
cap rate to get actual production 
value a S289.88 per acre 
Actual value per acre= S289.88. Asseeaed 
valuation per acre = 
Actual value $289.88 X 30%• S86.96 (as• 
•eased valuation) 
Assessed valuation 1 acre - S86.96 X 70 
mills= $6.09 tax per acre 
III. Interest Cost 
A. Land capable of producing 100 bushel yield 
could be purchased for $450.00 per acre 
B. It is estimated that 1/2 of the value is 
mortgaged. 
Therefore, S225.00 loan at 6~ annual inter-
est on the 1 acre would equal S13.50 
IV. SU11111ary 
A. Income to the landlord per 
acre= 
Leas fixed coats: 
Net Retum 
Property Tax S 6.09 
Interest 13150 
S26.09 










The d•t• fro■ the abeve exaplea indicate that under 
optiaal conditions and good fam ••n•g•■ent, •pproxi■•t•ly 23 
percent of re•liz•d n•t f•m inco■e 1• dedic•t•d to prop•rty 
t•x•s. 
In July, 1972, th• Celor•do Crop •nd Uv•stock R•port-
ing S•nice publi•h•d in it• co■pil•tion Colorado Aa::f 911):X:-
.I! Statiatict th•t th• re•lized net f•m lnco■• of Co or• o 
timer• and rancher• in 1970 ••• $175,200,000. It al•o re-
ported that th• tet•l t•x•• on fam prop•rty for 1970 ••re 
$46,500,000, o~ Z'1 p•rceat of th• r•aliz•d n•t fa:m incoa•• 
It is th• rec011111•nd•tion of the co-itt•e (Bill A) 
that• statutory c•pit•lization r•t• of 12 p•rc•nt be e•t•b-
li•hed as web r•t• would provide• ■ore equitable r•t• of 
taxation for th• •tricultur•l indu•try in the st•te. Wh•R 
considered with a revised •chool found•tion foDUl•, the in-
creased c•pitalizatien rat• will n•t i■poae an undue fin•nci-
al burden on loc•l •chool di•tricts. 
A• dat• •re avail•ble only for county-wide ••••sa■eats, 
the •ffects of the reco-endatlon, in Appendix E, indicate 
the revised a••••••nts for counti••• and not school di•trlct•. 
011 and Ga• raxati~n 
As contrasted to the aasesaent of mo•t property in 
Colorado at a rate of 30 percent, oil •nd gas lands are as-
ses•ed at a r•t• of 87-1/2 percent. Te•tillony to the co-it-
tee indicated th•t thi• fo%'lll\lla was adopted •s a ■etbod of 
aiding loc•l are•• which were f•ced with the nece••ity of pro-
Yiding sulDstantial service• in• short period of ti■e in the 
event of •n •oil booa•. The policy h•• not resulted in •ddi-
tional t•xes on the eil •nd gas indu•try, a• th•y ••Y nlDtr•ct 
tbe prop•rty t•xea froa their s••eranc• t•xes due to the 
state. 
It is the reco-•nd•tion of the collllittee (Bill 8) 
that with the en•ctment of a revised foraula of •t•t• funding 
to p111Dlic school•, the oil and ga• property ••••• .. •nt• •h•ld 
be establi•h•d at 30 p•rcent. The effect of th• rec01111end•-
tion will be to eatabli•h • tax•tion fonNla for oil and g•s 
prop•rty consisent ·with other property in the state. In the 
absence of increa•ed st•t• funding of local schools, such• 
reYiaion could i■poae • severe h•rdship on those are•• witla 
subst•nti•l oil •nd g•s property. 
The effects of the reco111end•tion on counties are in-
cluded in App•nclix E. 
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Senior Citizens Tax Credits 
The 1971 General Assembly adopted H.B. 1040 to provide 
an income tax credit for property taxes paid by the elderly. 
That bill provided that Colorado.residents 65 years of age or 
older could claim a credit or refund against state incom1:. 
t1x11 for property t1•11 ,,,_ 11 ••••• .. iv1i1nt ''""'~'• m1d1 
during the iear with refpect to a :1i.--esicience 9ccupic~ ~-i~ · ··.::'J 
claimant~ TR@ \ii lfl-11 If f@fYftl WAI Jfliid@- II IO l@flent 
of general property taxes or ten percent of actual rent paid, 
in neither instance to exceed $200. In addition, a reduction 
in the credit or refund was provided a£r 10 percent of the in-
come over $500 for an individual taxpayer or 10 ..-ro1nt of 
income oier1s1.soo fofbmafriedhtaxoavers. Addi~lonaliaualifi-cat1ons nc uaea pron ,~ton tat ~ne taxpayer ue cia ~ed as 
an exemption by any other person, that his net worth be less 
than $20,000, and that his income be leas than $2,400 if a 
single taxpayer and less than $3,700 i~ married. 
credit ~iu!ifH~~1ft~0s2087io5!~~o0 Y~di8if9rfffidtg:~af~myin-
guage in the law. 
Although the committee offers no recommendation for 
additional revision of the senior citizens income tax credit, 
it will likely be a topic given close attention by the 1973 
General Assembly. 
Propertv Assessment Policies 
aRa 12,;ogcewJr:a& 
Extensive attention was devoted by the committee to the 
need for refo:cm of several policies and procedures involved 
in the assessment of property valuation. For the 1973 Gener-
al Assembly, the committee recommends only one bill (Bill C) 
concerning assessment appeals. However, attached as Appendix 
Fis a statement,••Property Assessment Legislation", presented 
to the committee by Mr. Raymond E- Ca~er, Property Tax Ad-
ministrator. In that 1t1tement, Mr. carper diaau•••• 11veral 
issues which may be in need of further interim study. 
The committee does recommend Bill C, which would au-
thorize the Board of Assessment App11l1 to hear an •rpeal in 
the· case of failure by the county-board of equalizat on or an 
assessor to respond to a proper apral within the preaaribed 
time period. In addition, the bil would.authorize the Board 
to hear appeals from decisions of the boards of county com-
missioners. 
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TAX PR:>fILE SlUDY 
The Committee on State and Local finance was directed 
by Senate Joint Resolution No. 11 to undertake a "Tax Pro-
file Study" with funding of S30,000 provided in the Long Bill 
(Chapter Z7, Session Laws of 1972). 
Although the desirability of such a study had been 
agreed upon for some time, the committee found that there was 
little agreement as to what such a study should entail, other 
than to determine the ultimate incidence of taxation -- who 
pays what taxes and how much. In order to facilitate the 
conduct of the study, a special ad hoc committee of Senator 
fowler, Senator Dines, and Representative Fentress was ap-
pointed to negotiate a contract for the study. 
The ad hoc committee agreed that a bi-partisan approach 
to the study was essential in order that political party af-
filiation be no factor in consideration of the study. In 
addition, the ad hoc committee preferred that a Colorado based 
firm conduct the study. The firm of Dickert, Browne, Codding-
ton and Associates, Inc., of Denver, in conjunction with Dr. 
Reuben Zubrow of the University of Colorado was selected by 
the committee to conduct the study. 
The propos~l of Mssrs. Coddington and Zub:r:ow included 
a time schedule based on certain info:cmation to be obtained 
from income tax returns by the Department of Revenue_. ConP.' · 
sultation with the Department ascertained that the compilation 
of such data would require diverting several key 5taff people 
from their normal duties in the Department, therefore, ·a 
transfer of S5,900 from legislative study funds to the Depart-
ment was au.thorized by the Legislative Council to cover addi-
tional costs for temporary replacements of these regular de-
partmental employees. 
With the signing of a contract on December l, 1972, the 
committee has received the assurance of a comprehensive tax 
profile which will set the stage for analysis of the affects 
of altemative tax proposals. The project is scheduled for 
completion by September l, 1973. 
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APPENDIX A 
LEGISLATIVE OOUNCIL MEK>RANOOM NO. 2 
April 20, 1972 
TO: The State and Local Finance Committee 
FROM: Legislative Council Staff 
SUBJECT: State-Collected and Locally Shared Sales, Use, 
and Cigarette Taxes 
The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth what 
could be accomplished toward replacement of local sales, 
use, and cigarette taxes and reduction of property taxes 
with a 2 percent sales and use tax on the state base and a 
5 cents per pack cigarette tax, same to be additions to 
existing state taxes and to be shared locally in the manner 
indicated below. The analyses are based upon data as fol-
lows: Property tax levies for general fund county and 
municipal purposes for 1970 payable in 1971, revenue from 
local sales, use, and cigarette taxes for calendar year 
1970 (or, in the case of cigarette taxes, for earlier years 
in those instances in which 1970 data are not available), 
and revenue from the existing 3 percent state sales and use 
tax and the 5 cents per pack cigarette tax for fiscal year 
1970-71. In each case, the data are shown by counties and 
by municipalities therein (Table 1), with county-wide sum-
maries of one line per countr (Table 2). 
The revenue from the 2 percent sales and use tax is 
reduced by an amount equal to a $3 per person food sales 
tax credit with the thought that an increase in the exist-
ing food sales tax credit from $7 per person to $10 per 
person might be desirable. The net revenue thus obtainable 
plus the revenue obtainable from the 5 cents per pack cig-
arette tax, in a ~iven co~nty, is first applied to a re-
placement oftheocal sa es, use, and cigarette taxes in 
this county; and the remainder is applied to a reduction of 
property taxes in this county and in its municipalities. 
*See the Attachment, page 38., for explanatory notes which 
elaborate upon statements made herein concerning the data 
aad aethods of analysis employed. 
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This remainder is distributed so as to bring about the 
same proportional property tax reduction in one jurisdic-
tion (county or municipality) as in another in the given 
county. Each county with its municipalities being con-
sidered as a unit for this purpose, there is wide varia-
tion in this proportional reduction in property t~xes for 
general fund purposes from one county to another. 
To illustrate what is set forth in the tables, coft-
sider,Pueblo County. In Table 1, Column 1, the total as-
sessed valuation is shown for 1970 for the county as a 
whole, including the three municipalities listed, and the 
assessed valuation for each of the three municipalities. 
The mill levies are presented next, followed by their 
equivalent in property tax revenue in Column 3 and the 
amount of revenue from local sales and cigarette taxes in 
columns 4 and 5, the total from these three sources being 
shown -- to facilitate comparison with the total obtainable 
from the indicated state-wide taxes -- in Column a. 
To explain how the total available for Pueblo Coun-
ty -- $2,642,232 -- "above local sales and cigarette taxes," 
as presented in Column 6, was obtained, it is necessary to 
refer to Table 2. In Column 5 of this table appears the 
amount, $4,966,667, obtainable in Pueblo County from a 2 
percent sales and use tax on the state base, this being two-
thirds of the amount obtained in fiscal year 1970-71 from 
the existing 3 percent tax. This is reduced by the amount 
of the $3 per person food sales tax credit as shown in 
columns 6 and 7 of Table 2; and, to the difference is added 
the revenue obtainable from the 5 cents per pack cigarette 
tax, Column 8, to arrive at the net revenue obtainable --
$5,271,932 in Column 9 -- from the indicated sources. 
Inasmuch as the plan outlined calls for the return of this 
entire amount to Pueblo County and the municipalities 
therein and to be applied first toward replacement of the 
local sales, use, and cigarette taxes, said amount is 
reduced by the sum -- $2,629,700 -- of columns 4 and 5, 
Table 1, for Pueblo County. The amount so obtained, 
$2,642,232, is the total shown in Column 6, Table l; and 
this amount is distributed to Pueblo County and its munici-
palities so as to bring about identical proportional reduc-
tions in the property taxes, for general fund purposes, of 
the indicated jurisdictions. 
The figures so derived are added to those shown in 
columns 4 and 5 for local sales and cigarette taxes to 
obtain the amounts to be distributed to local governments 
as shown in Column 7, Table 1. The amounts remaining to be 
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borne by local governments, the county and the municipal-
ities -- Column 8 minus Column 7 -- are presented in 
Column 9, with their mill levy equivalents in Column 10. 
The above is perhaps an adequate explanation of 
Table 2. It is noted, however, as shown in the last 
column of this table, that the property tax reduction which 
would be made possible in Pueblo County and in its munici-
palities is 40.3 percent of said taxes for general fund 
purposes. 
By reference to the totals (or averages) shown in 
Table 2, certain statements -- with rounding of numbers 
for purposes of simplicity -- are made. Under conditions 
existing in 1970-71, the combined revenue from a 2 percent 
sales and use tax and a 5 cents per pack cigarette tax 
would be $129.04 million. According to the indicated plan, 
this would provide for an increase in the food sales tax 
credit of $3 per person amounting to $6.00 million, a re-
placement of local sales, use, and cigarette taxes in the 
amount of $65.38 million, and a reduction of $57.66 mil-
lion in property taxes for county and municipal general 
fund purposes. This amounts to a 50.1 percent reduction in 
such property taxes on a state-wide basis. 
There are two counties -- Delta and Jefferson --
in which the amount available after replacement of local 
sales, use, and cigarette taxes would exceed the property 
taxes for county and municipal general fund purposes. The 
excess is small for Delta County; it is larger percentage-
wise for Jefferson County. At the other extreme are Denver 
and Pitkin counties. For Denver the amount available after 
replacement of local sales and cigarette taxes is suffici-
ent to reduce property taxes for general fund purposes by 
11.1 percent. For Pitkin, because items related to the 
ski industry -- not included in the state base for sales 
taxes -- are included in the local base, the combined amount 
raised by a 2 percent sales and use tax on the state base 
and the 5 cents per pack cigarette tax is insufficient to 
replace the local sales and cigarette taxes completely. This 
shortage is reflected in the fact that the mill levy shown 
in Column 12, Table 2, for Pitkin County is larger than that 
shown in Column 1. It is noted, however, that this Column 1 
mill levy is the second smallest among those shown for the 
sixty-three counties of the state. 
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ATTACHMENT: EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Certain facts pertaining to sources of the dcta pre-
sented in the accompanying tables and, in a few instances, 
the nature of the computations required to derive them are 
set forth below in greater detail than would be apµt·vt-- ... ·i· 
ate in the text or in footnotes to the tables. 
Data on the 1970 assessed valuation of property and 
on property tax levies for 1970, payable in 1971, were 
obtained from the 59th Annual Report of the Colorado Tax 
Commission. In the case of municlpaIIties in three 'coun-
ties -- Grand, Jefferson, and Larimer -- the mill levies 
presented in the tables may include bond and interest levies 
in addition to general fund levies, the situation being that 
information on this matter is not reported for these coun-
ties in the Colorado Tax Commission report and was not ob-
tainable from the offices of the county treasurers. The 
Treasurer for Morgan County indicated that Fort Morgan, 
Brush, and Hillrose do not have bond or interest levies. In 
the case of Log Lane Village, he listed a Water District 
levy of 24.90 mills; this was subtracted from 34.10 mills 
as reported by the Colorado Tax Commission to obtain 9.20 
mills as used for this municipality. 
For infoxmation on local (county'and municipal) 
sales and use tax collections in calendar rear 1970, a 
"Comparison of Three Percent Sales Tax Col ections and 
Equivalent Mill Levies for Incorporated Cities, Towns and 
Counties, Colorado, 1970: a compilation made by the Divi-
sion of Local Government, Department of Local Affairs, 
and the files of the office of this Division were drawn 
upon. In many cases the dollar amounts were reported; in 
others, data were available on the rate only. For the 
latter, it was necessary to take 70 percent of the yield 
of the state tax at the indicated rate, this 70 percent 
figure being the approximate average rield, reported by 
the Division of Local Government, of ocal sales taxes on 
the respective local bases at a given rate when expressed 
as a percent of the yield of the sales and use tax at the 
same rate on the state base. For this purpose, the data 
on the yield of the three percent sales and use tax on the 
state base in fiscal rear 1970-1971, as reported in the 
above-mentioned compi ation of the Division of Local Gov-
ernment, were used. For six municipalites -- Basalt, Bay-
field, Blackhawk, Federal Heights, Nederland, and Silt --
data on sales and use tax collections on the state base 
were not available; allocations were made to them on a 
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population basis, the amount for a given municipality being 
so detennined that it represents the same proportion of 
total collections in the county in which said municipality 
is located as the municipality's population in 1970 repre-
sented of the county's population in that year. 
For municipal cigarettee tax collections two sources 
were drawn upon: the files of the Division of Local Gov-· 
ernment and "Selected Non-Property Revenues of Colorado 
Cities and Towns," a publication of the Colorado Municipal 
League. Data for calendar year 1970 for forty-seven muni-
cipalities were obtained from the first of these sources; 
there are twenty-seven additional cities for which data 
for 1968 or, in a few cases, for earlier years are pre-
sented in the second of these sources. These data were 
used with the thought that they should be reasonably rep-
resentative of 1970 collections because, generally speak-
ing, the growth in cigarette tax collections has not been 
large in recent years. 
The revenue obtainable from the 2 percent sales and 
use tax on the state base for each county, as shown in 
Table 2, Column 5, is two-thirds of the total reported in 
the above-mentioned compilation of the Division of Local 
Government for fiscal year 1970-1971 for the 3 percent tax. 
Data on collections from the existing state tax of 
5 cents per pack on cigarettes are available for the state 
as a whole, but not for counties within the state. Alloca-
tion of the state total for·fiscal year 1970-1971 was made 
to the counties, as shown in Table 2, on the basis of 
sales and use tax collectioris on the state base in that 
year. This means that each county's proportion of the 
state total for cigarette tax collections, as allocated! is 
the same as it was for actual sales and use tax collect ons 
in 1970-1971. 
The problem with respect to allocation of the$~ 
food sales tax credit to the counties was the same as that 
of cigarette tax collections. The amount of the $7 credit 
for fiscal year 1970-1971 for the state as a whole was 
known, as reported by the Department of Revenue; allocation 
of three-sevenths of this amount was made to the counties 




EXTENT OF POSSIBLE REPLACEMENT OF LOCAL SALES, USE, ANO CIGARETTE TAXES AND 
aa:u:TION OF PROPERTY TAXES.WITH A 2 PERCENT SfATE-WIDE SALES AND USE TAX 
AND A 5 CENTS PER PACK CIGARETTE TAX: courrIES AND IUUCIPALITIES* 
Total 1'10llf 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Property, to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtained from Local Sales and Local Sales, and by Local Equiv-
County and Assessed Fund Property Sales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cir• Taxes Governments alent 
Muoic:i2.!.!,Ux Valuation Pu,oses Tax Use fax Tax Taxes (4)+g1+(6) (3 •tal+(5) 
'
8l9i 1> ~ (1) 2) (3) (4 (5) (6) 
ADAMS COUNTY $307,364,650 17.00 $5,225,199 $ $ $ 4,117,804 $ 4,117,804 $ 5,225,199 $ l, 107,395 3.60 
Arvada 2,004,380 10.00 20,044 21,980 3,618 15,796 41,394 45,642 4,248 2.12 
Aurora 33,575,390 14. 797 496,815 799,603 77,468 391,523 1,268,594 1,373,886 105,292 3.14 
Bennett 396,880 12.00 4,763 3,754 3,7!>4 4,763 1,009 2.54 
Brighton 10,553,450 12.70 134,029 50,200 105,624 155,824 184,229 28,405 2.69 
C0111111erce City 30,098,740 9.487 285,547 1,110,200 225,030 1,335,230 1,395,747 60,!H7 2.01 
Federal Heights 1,152,300 13.90 16,017 23,163 12,622 35,785 39,180 3,395 2.94 
North Glenn 37,593,560 6.00 225,561 408,200 177,757 585,957 633,761 47,804 1.27 
Thornton 18,021,370 9.79 176,429 371,300 139,038 510,338 547,729 37,391 2,07 
Westminster 26,975,320 9 150 2561266 432i500 201.955 634.455 688,766 541311 2.01 
22.26 6,840,670 3,211,146 a!,686 5,390,903 8,689,135 !o,138,902 1,449,767 ~ 
l ALAMOSA OJtNTY 20,278,510 19.50 395,431 351,267 ~l,267 395,431 44,164 2.18 
o Alamosa 9,897,785 12.99 128,572 172,300 14,300 114,212 300,812 315,172 14,360 1.45 
1 Hooper 63,540 6.50 413 367 367 413 46 g:~~ 25.86 524,4l6 172,300 J.4,300 465,846 652,446 -;11,016 58,570 
ARAPAftJE OJtNTY 336,590,570 10. 70 3,601,519- 2,576,725 2,576,725 3,601,519 1,024,794 3.04 
Aurora 72,703,460 15.50 1,126,904 1,651,797 160,032 806,249 2,618,078 2,938,733 320,655 4.41 
Bow Mar 1,979,120 7.00 13,854 9,912 9,912 13,854 3,942 1.99 
Cherry Hills Village 17,495,410 7.95 139,089 13,600 99,512 113,112 152,689 39,577 2.26 
Col\Bbine Valley 2,113,200 5.00 10,566 7,559 7,559 10,566 3,007 1.42 
Deertrail 402,613 14.17 5,705 4,082 4,082 5,705 1,623 4.03 
Englewood 70,669,559 1.95 137,806 2,363,800 100,400 98,594 2,562,794 2,602,006 39,212 0.55 
Glendale a, 731,250 9.50 82,947 293,300 59,345 352,645 37;>,247 23,602 2,70 
Greenwood Village 11,854,720 a.so 100,765 72,093 72,093 100,765 28,672 2.42 
Littleton 50,441,558 a.so 428,753 1,009,000 66,300 306,754 1,382,054 1,504,053 121,999 2.42 
Sheridan 4,930,917 11 100 541240 381806 381806 ~ 15.434 l:A~ 16.94 5,702,148 !5,Jll,497 326,732 4,079,631 9,737,866 • • 1,622,517 
ARCHULETA OJUNTY 8,502,700 11.00 93,530 20,320 44,532 64,852 lU,850 48,998 5.76 
Pagosa Springs 1,542,750 9i20 14.193 201320 41310 6;~8 311388 ~~:~~~ 71435 i:u 12.67 167,723 40,640 4,310 !51,290 96,240 56,433 
BACA COUfTY 24,353,910 15.26 371,641 175,384 175,384 3·, i.,641 196,257 8.06 
Capo 134,455 19,76 2,657 1,254 1,254 ~,657 1,403 10.43 
Pritchett 243,695 12.51 3,049 1,439 1,439 '\,04') 1,610 6.61 
Springfield 2,236,030 17.75 39,690 18,730 18,730 n,690 20,960 9.37 
Two Buttes 94,915 10. 78 1,023 483 483 '.,023 540 5.69 
Vilas 57,930 33.40 1,935 913 913 .J.,93~ 1,022 17.64 
Walsh 1,036,170 25.92 261858 2~:l~i P•a~ 21l,g~~ 341183 l~:~i ra.35 446,853 0 0 2 0,78 ~) . ..,. 25,975 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Aaount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governnents Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Property. to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Rev1ou1 Ob~aia~ f.:gm L2~al Sales and Local Sales,and by Local Equiv-
County and Assessed Fund Property Sales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cir• Taxes Governments alent 
Mum,cieali t;x Valuation PurToses Tax Use Tax Tax Taxes {4l+f ~J+{6l {3 +f;~+{5} {8lijJ7l ~ ( 1) 2) (3) (4) (!SJ (6) 
BENT CX)lHIY $16,393,650 17.72 S 290,495 $ 51,567 s s 81,814 s 133,381 s 342,062 s 208,681 12. 73 
Las Animas 2,617,470 22.00 571584 61790 161218 231008 641374 411366 l~:~g 21.23 348,079 51,567 6,790 98,032 156,389 406,436 250,047 
BOULDER CX)lJNTY 311,013,250 13.30 4,136,476 l,3~,302 1,375,302 4,136,476 2,761,174 a.ea 
Boulder 134,706,330 7.02 945,638 3,406,400 136,000 314,407 3,856,807 4,488,038 631,231 4.69 
Broomfield 12,617,050 14.90 187,994 20,400 62,~ 82,905 208,394 125,489 9.95 
Jamestown 226,150 8.60 1,945 647 647 1,945 1,298 5.74 
Lafayette 3,289,870 6.00 19,739 64,560 7,220 6,563 78,343 91,519 13,176 4.01 
Longmont 43,135,450 9.00 388,219 953,000 15,700 129,076 1,097,776 1,356,919 ~9,143 6.01 
Louisville 2,664,120 12.00 31,969 3,890 10,629 14,519 35,859 21,340 e.01 
Lyons 985,880 11.463 11,301 9,640 3,~7 13,397 20,941 7,544 7.65 
Nederland 886,610 14.00 12,413 16,091 4,127 20,218 28,504 8,286 9.35 
Superior 90,520 16.00 1,448 481 481 1,448 967 10.68 
Ward 101,840 10.00 11018 339 339 1101a 679 J:~i la.45 !S, 738,160 4,449,691 mJ,210 1,907,833 6,!S4o,734 10,371,061 3,830,327 
OiAFFEE COttrrY 20,722,720 15.95 330,527 ~7,559 ~7,559 330,527 72,968 3.52 
Buena Vista 2,679,540 15.73 42,149 6,860 32,844 39,704 49,009 9,305 3.47 
Poncha Springs 498,660 10.00 4,987 3,886 3,886 4,987 1,101 2.21 
Salida 6,045,970 ~.90 1561591 122.021 1221021 1561591 341570 ~:~ 25.78 534,254 0 6,a60 416,310 423,110 541,114 111,944 
CHEYENNE COUNTY 16,359,070 13.65 223,301 71,812 71,812 223,301 151,489 9.26 
CheyeMe Wells 1,138,206 25.00 28,455 9,151 9,151 28,455 19,304 16.96 
Kit Carson 318,150 17190 51695 11831 11831 51695 31864 fo:Aa 15.74 257,451 0 0 82,794 82,794 25'7,451 174,657 
CLEAR CREB( COtWIY 29,336,400 13.50 396,041 93,438 93,438 396,041 302,603 10.31 
Empire 333,540 12.61 4,206 992 992 4,206 3,214 9.64 
Georgetown 1,809,510 9.24 16,720 29,867 3,945 33,812 46,587 12,775 7.06 
Idaho Springs 3,099,300 a.~ ~.569 88,667 9,210 6,032 103,909 123,446 19,537 6.30 
Silver Plume 280,480 10.00 21Los Ib5,8t~ m.Mi 21aos 2.143 J:t 15.1a U!S,1 118,534 9,210 !S1J,Oa5 340,272 
CONEJOS COUNTY 12,089,590 19.40 234,~ 110,150 110,150 234,538 124,388 10.29 
Antonito 540,710 15.37 8,311 1,960 3,903 5,863 10,271 4,408 8.15 
La Jara 636,980 9.10 5,797 3,000 2,722 5,722 8,797 3,0~ 4.83 
Manassa 301,415 12.60 3,798 712 1,784 2,496 4,510 2,014 6.68 
Romeo 1~,540 9.23 1,159 544 544 1,159 615 4.90 
. Sanford 191,820 9100 11726 375 811 111a6 21101 915 11:£ 21.12 255,329 0 6,047 119,914 i2S,961 2&1,376 13!5,415 
I 
TASLE 1 ( Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Allount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Reuining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to f roa P?operty, to be Some Levy 
1970 General Revenue onaio!!I flJlm Local Sales and Local Saler. and by Local Equiv• 
County and Assessed Fund Property ales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cif• Taxes Governments alen1 
Muni~J.ealitx Valuation Pu~ses fax Use Tax Tax Taxes (4}+i9~+(6) (3 ·fa~+(5} (8lijf 7) ~ (IJ ) 3) (4) (5) (6) 
CX1STl1J.A axJfTY S 6,739,480 20.55 S 138,496 S 14,467 s s '1:7,644 s 42,111 s 1.52,963 s 110,852 16.4~ 
Blanca 209,87!» 11.50 2,414 482 482 2,414 1,932 9.2l 
San Luis ~.606 !2·i 61415 1.200 J·280 
61415 51135 ~ I. :ra,,m 14,467 0 29,406 ,873 i6l,19'l 111,919 
CIOLE'/ COUNTY 8,362,640 16.80 140,492 53,937 53,937 140,492 86,5~ 10.3~ 
Crowley 128,540 18.00 2,314 889 889 2,314 1,425 11.o~ 
Olney Springs 157,450 8.68 1,367 525 ~ 1,367 842 5.3~ 
Ordway 999,585 23.00 22,990 8,826 8,826 22,990 14,164 14.li 
Sugar City 239,140 i•BO 412!17 11634 11634 41257 21623 ig:i~ .!RJ 171,420 0 0 65,811 65,alI 1'/1,420 io!S,6M 
CUST!ll 00Um' 4,839,720 15.00 72,596 17,812 17,812 72,596 ~.784 11.3~ 
Sibucliff 186,610 4.80 896 220 220 896 676 3.6: 
Westcliffe 398,390 lg•83 413,2 11075 11075 41382 31307 J·lc I • 77,8 4 0 0 19,107 1§,107 77,874 58,761 . 
I 
~ 
t.) DB.TA a,urry,!/ 23,695,810 13.50 319,893 43,300 355,502 398,802 363,193 (35,609 r~ I Cedaredge 733,360 13.00 9,534 1,680 10,595 12,275 11,214 (1(061 1.•; Crawfozd 131,880 9.23 1,217 1,353 1,353 1,217 136 1.0.: Delta 4,819,900 16.00 77,118 20,570 10,460 85,702 116,732 108,148 (8{584 1. 7E 
Hotchlr.lu ~.690 14.27 8,344 2,-46!1 9,273 11,738 10,809 929 1.5~ 
Paonia 1,w,uo t4•ff &:~+ 41H3 2.680 191716 '1:71336 2!11361 (1.975 l.6i a. 68, 11,285 482,141 568,236 519,942 
DBN!ll CXUltY 1.388,500,000 · 11.36 15,773,360 1,865,309 1,865,309 15,773,360 13,908,~l 10.~ 
Denver 1,388,500,000 ~-60 2012721100 341671,000 1,1091706 213971316 3811781022 ~·~~~1tgt 1719741784 ~:G~ .96 36,045,460 34,611,ooo 1,109,106 4,262,625 40,043,331 . - . Ji, 82,aJS 
DOLORES CCUfTY 5,~,160 17.50 89,340 19,276 19,'1:76 89,340 70,064 13.T. 
Dove Creek el,960 22.40 14,604 9,800 3,151 12,951 :l4,404 11,453 17.5"i 
Rico 171,710 20.50 3,520 272 760 ~-032 ~l~r 2.160 l2:gi 21.0!5 ibi,464 9,800 272 23,l87 ,259 ---r~ • 0 84,ffl 
DOUm.AS ax.tnY 23,870,160 19.60 467,~ 262,312 262,312 47,855 ~-~ 8.6l castle Rocle 2,476,920 i·O!> d;:931 j,303 161734 20·~¾7 j~·&3& 13·~ ~:~l .as 0 ,303 279,046 282, 9 ~'.. 2ia, 
TABLE 1 ( Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Prq)erty, to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtained from Local Sales and Local Sales., and by Local Equiv-
County and Assessed Fund Property sales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cif. Taxes Governments alent 
Municipality Valuation Pu~oses Tax Use Tax Tax Taxes (4)+g~+(6) (3 +rn~+(5) (8~917) ~ (1) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
EAGLE COUNTY S 29,386,240 12.27 S 360,569 s s s 108,877 s 108,877 s 360,569 S 251,692 8.56 
Basalt 580,625 18.75 10,887 20,132 3,287 23,419 31,019 7,600 13.09 
Eagle 818,663 18.93 15,497 42,933 4,679 47,612 58,430 10,818 13.21 
GypsUII 311,783 16.50 5,144 1,553 1,553 5,144 3,591 11.52 
Minturn 346,575 35.57 12,328 3,723 3,723 12,328 8,605 24.83 
Red Cliff 135,394 47.00 6,364 1,922 1,922 6,364 4,442 32.Sl 
Vail 9,554,020 4140 42,038 346,500 
0 
12.694 359.194 388.538 29.344 3.07 
15.41 · 452,827 409,565 136,735 546,300 862,392 316,092 lo.76 
ELBERT COWTY 17,726,980 15.00 265,905 44,306 44,306 265,905 221,599 12.50 
Elizabeth 314,897 6.50 2,047 341 341 2,047 1,706 5.42 
Kiowa 245,876 6.12 1,505 251 251 1,505 1,254 5.10 
Simla 611,257 10.78 
15.57 
6,589 









I EL PASO COUNTY 422,155,470 18.80 7,936,523 4,809,792 4,809,792 7,936,523 3,126,731 7.41 
!=I> Calhan 526,460 14.05 7,397 4,483 4,483 7,397 2,914 5.54 
~ Colorado Springs 271,742,340 17.48 4,750,056 3,001,000 292,000 2,878,689 6,171,689 8,043,056 1,871,367 6.89 I 
.Fountain 2,709,880 9.20 24,894 15,087 15,087 24,894 9,807 3.62 
Green Mtn. Falls 1,135,260 17.00 19,299 11,696 11,696 19,299 7,603 6.70 
Manitou Springs 6,865,910 13.44 92,278 43,710 55,923 99,633 135,988 36,355 5.30 
lllon\.lllent 540,270 9.65 5,214 3,160 3,160 5,214 2,054 3.80 
Palmer Laite 1,335,010 13.50 18,023 10,922 10,922 18,023 7,101 5.32 
Ramah 82,380 10100 824 499 499 824 325 1~:~a 30.45 l2,854,508 3,044,7l0 292,000 7,790,251 11,126,961 16,1§1,2is 5,064,257 
FREK>NT COUNTY 36,153,260 15.75 569,414 480,363 480,363 569,414 89,051 2.46 
Canon City 13,461,090 15.50 208,647 20,900 176,016 196,916 229,547 32,631 2.42 
Coal Creek 82,390 17.07 1,406 1,186 1,186 1,406 220 2.67 
East Canon 1,392,290 10.00 13,923 11,746 11,746 13,923 2,177 1.56 
Florence 2,735,220 23.80 65,098 5,240 54,917 60,157 70,338 10,181 3.72 
Rockvale 174,410 12.00 2,093 1,766 1,766 2,093 327 1.87 
Williamsburg 53,920 17.50 944 796 796 944 148 ~:~3 23.83 861,525 0 26,l40 726,790 752,930 887,665 134,735 
GARFIELD COUNTY 42,826,580 14.79 633,405 617,437 617,437 633,4(Y.) 15,968 0.37 
Carbondale 935,830 12.26 11,473 28,933 11,184 40,117 40,406 289 o.J1 
Glenwood Springs 10,709,260 6.46 69,182 188,100 10,880 67,438 266,418 268,162 1,744 0.16 
Grand Valley 324,890 14.18 4,607 694 4,491 5,185 5,301 116 0.36 
New Castle 389,640 8.50 3,312 973 3,228 4,201 4,285 84 0 •. 22 
Rifle 3,432,740 12.95 44,454 47,350 8,690 43,333 99,373 100,494 1,121 0.33 
Silt 365,160 14105 :i,130 10.12~ §§7 5 1001 l~.294 16.123 129 §•Jg 
18.02 771,563 274,509 22,104 752,112 1,048,725 l,068,l76 19,451 . 
I 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Prope~ to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Oitfiaed f•gm Lg,al Sales and Local Sales, and by Local Equiv 
County and Assessed Fund Property a es and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cif. Taxes Governments alen 
!!!YD! s.ie a 11 tx Valuation Pu'toses Tax Us{aJax Tax Taxes (4)+~~l+(6} (3 +lai+(5) c 0t9f7l 2frbt (11 2) (3) (5) (6) 
GILPIN COUNTY $ 4,ll0,220 37.70 $154,955 $ $ $ 19,395 $ 19,395 $ 154,955 $ 135,560 32.9 
Blackhawk 322,275 32.50 10,474 6,369 l,3ll 7,680 16,843 9,163 28.4 
Central City 6!)6,145 26.00 11 10~ 26.133 11268 21135 291536 441461 141925 22.7 
44.40 1a2,aa 32.502 1.268 22,841 56,611 216,259 159,648 ~ 
GRAND COUNTY 18,615,160 13.25 246,651 189,163 189,163 246,651 57,488 3.0 
Fraser 162,920 26.00 4,236 3,249 3,249 4,236 987 6.0 
Granby 1,206,llO 19.50 23,520 45,033 18,038 63,071 68,553 5,482 4.5 
Grand Lake 1,405,820 19.90 27,976 29,867 21,455 51,322 57.843 6,521 4.6 
Hot Sulphur Springs 3ll,475 26.00 8,098 6,2ll 6,2ll 8,098 1,887 6.0 
Kreaaling 1,173,835 15 100 17,608 11026 13,504 15,330 19,434 4,104 -H 17.62 328,089 74,900 1,826 251,620 328,346 404,815 76,469 . 
GUNNISON COUNTY 17,632,965 14.50 255,678 189,423 189,423 255,678 66,255 3.7 
Crested Butte 735,355 21.42 15,751 9,567 ll,669 21,236 25,318 4,082 5.5 
GuMison 5,439,635 ll.30 61,468 ll2,340 12,910 45,540 170,790 186,718 15,928 2.9 
I Pitkin ll9,890 7162 914 677 677 914 237 -H t 18.93 333,811 121,907 12,910 247,309 382,126 468,628 86,502 . 
I 
HINSDALE COUNTY 2,323.120 15,532 48,205 32,673 14.0 20.75 48,205 15,532 . Lake City 643,440 1.~ 4,504 11451 1,451 4,504 31053 r~:~ 22. 52,709 0 0 16,983 16,983 52,709 35,726 
HUERFANO COUN!Y 12,598,505 27.50 346,459 20,300 94,019 114,319 366,759 252,440 20.0 
La Veta 553,900 15.00 8,308 2,254 2,254 8,308 6,054 10.9 
Walsenburg 3,795,120 18.00 68,312 471010 91650 18.538 75,198 ·- 124·~~~ 49,774 13 .1 33.58 423,079 67,310 9,650 114,811 191,771 ~---- 308,268 14:-a 
.JACKSON COLNTY 9,761,026 13.50 131,774 59,866 59,866 131,774 71,908 7,3 
Walden 1,018,950 11.00 171322 1.614 7,869 91483 18,936 9,4~ 9.2 
15.27 149,096 0 1,614 67,735 69,349 :So,710 al,361 """a:l 
.JEFFERSON COUNTY!/ 480,210,000 10.96 5,263,102 7,320,316 7,320,316 5,~63,102 (2(057,214i t·2 Arvada 70,677,350 10.00 706,774 628,020 103,382 983,034 1,714,436 l,.t.38,176 276,260 3.9 
Bow Mar 858,850 7.00 6,012 8,362 8,362 6,012 <2l3so 2.7 Broomfield 83,130 14.90 1,239 1,723 1,723 l,23~ 484 5.8: Edgewater 7,249,310 6.60 47,845 ll5,420 66,546 181,966 j3,2d (18,701 2.5 Golden 17,836,190 17.50 312,133 434,138 434,138 12,133 ~ 122,005 6.8 Lakewood 183,693,210 4.15 762,327 819,800 277,200 1,060,302 2,157,302 1,,. :,9 ,3::-:- 297,975 1.6 Morrison 580,790 15.00 8,712 12,ll7 12,ll7 8,71:;;. ~3,405 5.8, Mountain View 1,073,420 10.00 10,734 14,930 14,930 10, "7~!, 4,196 3.9 Westminster 2,380 9.50 23 32 32 F •• ! (9 3. 7: Wheatridge 58,052,340 4.914 285.269 143,300 87,500 396,774 627.574 ·,16 06" (111 1 505~ f !:Z: 15.42 7,404,170 1,166,540 468,082 io,298,274 12,472,896 T.' ~.. ,. t , .... ~ (2,894,104 
TAfil.E l (Contimnd) 
Total now 
Distribution B2ing Raised 
1970 of Amount by Lo:11 Aa:ount 
Mill Availabla Governments Remaining Mill 
Le·,ry for General Fund Above Loc-11 Total to from Propert'i to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtain~d from Local Sales and Lo:al Sales,and by Local Equiv-
County and Assessed Fund Property sarg5 aruJ Cigarette Cigarette Goverrrnents gy~iaFr;> Governments alent Municieali tx V3luation Pur~ses Tax U-;e Tax Tax Taxes {4)+t~i+{6) (8tgf 7) 2frW-( !) } (3) --c~ (5) (6) 
KIOWA COUNTY s 16,564,640 18.70 $ 309,759 $ $ $ 46,798 $ 46,798 $ 309,759 $ 262,961 15.87 
Eads 1,053,003 9.59 10,098 1,526 1,526 10,098 8,572 8.14 
Haswell 145,646 10.50 1,529 231 231 1,529 1,298 0.91 
Sheridan Lake 198,404 9.08 11802 272 272 11ao2 11530 rl:lt 19.51 323,I!l§ 0 0 48,827 48,827 323,!as 274,361 
KIT CA.'\SON COUNTY 26,813,580 liJ.30 490,!:99 367,510 367,510 490,689 123,179 4.59 
Bethune 75,011 6.00 450 337 337 450 113 1.51 
Burlington 4,339,345 14.00 60,751 45,501 45,501 60,751 15,250 3.51 
Flagler 852,244 22.30 19,005 14,234 14,234 19,005 4,771 5.60 
Selbert 277,144 1.00 1,940 1,453 1,453 1,940 487 1.76 
Stratton 770,832 19.09 14,715 11,021 11,021 14,715 3,694 4.79 
Vona 71,580 15.00 11074 804 804 11074 270 ~:H 21.95 588,624 0 0 440,860 440,860 Saa,624 l47,764 
LAKE C01JNTY 48,266,280 11.61 560,372 261,068 261,068 560,372 299,304 6.20 
Leadville 3,442,610 46.36 159.599 741354 741354 159.599 851245 24.~6 
14.92 7l9,97l 0 0 335,422 335,422 7l9,97l 384,549 7. 7 ... 
tJ1 LA PLATA COLNrY 44,659,840 17.7~ 792,712 559,246 559,246 792,712 233,466 5.23 
Bayfield 292,780 16.00 4,684 5,495 694 3,305 9,494 10,873 1,379 4.71 
Durango 17,225,175 7 .11 122,471 296,800 30,600 86,401 413,801 449,871 36,070 2.09 
Ignacio 401,745 23.00 91240 81633 -~f•2i~ 61519 171357 
20 1010 2.121 ~:H 20.80 929,!07 310,928' 3,4 655,47l 999,898 1,273,534 273,636 
LARIMER COUNTY 181,215,350 14.20 2,573,258 1,937,973 1,937,973 2,573,258 635,285 3.51 
Berthoud 1,603,190 16.00 25,651 30,800 19,318 50,118 56,451 6,333 3.95 
Estes Park 6,851,580 9.00 61,664 251,067 46,441 297,508 312,731 15,223 2.22 
Fort Collins 68,952,640 10.00 689,526 919,700 105,400 519,296 1,544,396 1. 714,626 170,230 2.47 
Loveland 30,595,830 11.72 358,583 245,400 55,700 270,056 571,156 659,683 88,527 2.89 
Timnath 147,940 13.00 1,923 1,448 1,448 1,923 475 3.21 
Wellington 490,770 22.00 10.197 81132 01132 10. 797 2,665 g·a3 20.54 3,721,402 1,446,967 161,100 2,802,664 4,410,731 5,329,469 918,738 . 
LAS ANIMAS COUNTY 30,616,250 24.20 740,913 283,873 283,873 740,913 457,040 14.93 
Aguilar 279,560 21.50 6,011 2,303 2,303 6,011 3,708 13.26 
Branson 48,190 14.50 699 268 268 699 431 8.94 
Cokedale 48,680 17.16 835 320 320 835 515 10.~ 
Trinidad 8,384,410 21.50 1801265 158. 700 16.200 69,067 243.967 3~51165 1111198 l~:~ 30.33 928,723 158,700 16,200 355,831 530,731 1,103,623 572,892 
LINCOLN COUNTY 19,748,760 16.35 322,892 185,017 185,017 322,892 137,875 6.98 
Arriba 281,085 26.23 7,373 4,225 4,225 7,373 3,148 11.20 
Genoa 183,255 12.31 2,256 1,292 1,292 2,256 964 5.26 
Hugo 746,960 27.60 20,616 1,912 11,813 13,725 22,528 8,803 11.79 
Limon 2,778,725 27.00 75,026 5,380 42,990 481370 801406 32,036 l~:~ 21.68 428,163 0 7,292 245,337 252,629 435,455 182,826 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Property, to be Born.e Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtained from Local Sales and Local Sales. and by Local Equiv-
County and Assessed Fund Property Sales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cir• Taxes Goverl'llllents alent 
Municieali tx Valuation Pu£\!oses Tax Use Tax Tax Taxes (4)+f~J+(6) (3 i-f ar(5l (8l9P) ~ (1) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
LOGAN an.my $ 64,!>00,970 11.62 $ 749,501 $ $ $ 67!'),538 s 675,538 $ 749,501 $ 73,963 1.15 
Crook 246,450 12.75 3,142 2,832 2,832 3,142 310 1.26 
Fleming 328,390 13.75 4,!')15 4,070 4,070 4,51!'> 445 1.36 
Iliff 133,!')50 6.73 899 810 810 899 89 0.67 
Merino 187,820 18.03 3,386 3,052 3,052 3,386 334 1. 78 
Peetz 241,390 16.40 3,959 3,568 3,568 3,9!>9 391 1.62 
Sterling 17,328,100 18131 3171278 2851968 285.968 3171278 311310 r:U 16. 79 1,082,680 0 0 975,838 975,838 1,os2,6M 106,842 
MESA 0:>l.NrY 108,523,786 17.10 l,85!'),757 1,624,797 1,624,797 l,8!')5,757 230,960 2.13 
Collbran 288,447 23.50 6,779 5,935 !'),935 6,11<; 844 2.93 
De Beque 154,349 32.00 4,939 4,324 4,324 4,939 615 3.98 
Fruita 2,110,437 19.00 40,098 29,360 35,108 64.468 69,458 4,990 2.36 
Grand Junction 43,51!'),478 14.00 609,217 653,400 52,691 533,396 1,239,487 1,315,308 75,821 1.74 
Palisade 1,412,296 21:00 291658 161800 225 251967 42.992 461683 31691 ~!~ 23.46 2,546,448 699,560 52,916 2,229,527 2,982~lffi! 3,298,924 316,921 
MINERAL CXlt.lITTY 3,026,410 l.9.75 59,772 9,567 16,950 26,517 69,339 42,822 14.15 
I Creede 463,200 19:00 8!801 21496 21496 0 1ao1 61305 H:~½ ~ 22.66 68,573 9,567 0 19,446 29,013 78,14~ 49,l27 
0\ 
I K>FFAT COUNTY 25,027,!')20 18.3!') 459,255 307,274 307,274 459,25!'> l!')l,981 6.07 
Craig 6,637,550 19.00 126,113 84,379 84,379 126,113 41,734 6.29 
Dinosaur 223,755 12.00 21685 11796 1. 796 2168!'> 889 ~:::~ 23.50 588,053 0 0 393,449 393,449 588,05~ 194,604 
IDITEZUMA COUNTY ::.'.5,403,270 17 .05 433,126 360,590 360,590 433,126 72,!')36 2.86 
Cortez 10,006,650 6.00 60,040 175,800 15,600 49,985 241,385 251,440 10,055 1.00 
Dolores 795,125 18.00 14,312 11,433 11,915 23,348 25, 74!'> 2,397 3.01 
Mancos 763,430 14120 10.841 61067 91026 15,093 161908 11815 ~:~ 20.40 Sia,319 193,300 15,600 431,5!6 640,416 121,2H 86,803 
K>NTOOSE COUNTY 35,091,160 17.10 600,058 399,994 399,994 t00,058 200,064 5.70 
Montrose 10,717,460 12.00 128,610 170,500 24,700 85,730 280,930 323,810 42,880 4.00 
Naturita 518,500 14.00 7,259 1,740 4,839 6,579 8,999 2,420 4.67 
Nucla 712,400 20.00 14,248 4,033 9,496 13,531 18,281 4,750 6.67 
Olathe 820,680 15.96 131098 8:731 8.731 :31098 4.367 5.32 
21.75 763,273 110,Soo 30,473 Soa,792 709,765 964,m .<:':>4,481 ""'7725 
IDRGAN COUNTY 5!'),832,570 15.70 876,571 804,510 804,510 876,571 72,061 1.29 
Brush 5,201,420 19.50 101,428 10,000 93,oc;o 103,090 111,428 8,338 1.60 
Fort Morgan 13,324,240 1.00 93,270 85,602 85,602 93,270 7,668 0.58 
Hillrose 125,540 13.!')0 1,695 1,556 1,556 1,69!'> 139 l.ll 
Log Lane Village 189,770 9.20 11746 1.602 1.602 1. 746 144 0.76 
19.25 1,014,710 0 -W,ffl 986,36o 996,360 1,oM,1!~ 88,350 'T."5e' 
TABLE 1 ( Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Prq)erty, to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtained from Local Sales and Local Sales,and by Local Equiv-
County and Assessed Fund Property sales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cif. Taxes Governments alent 
Munici12alit:k'. Valuation Purtoses Tax Use Tax Tax Taxes {4)+f ~i+(6) (3 +~ai+(5) (al9F> ~ ( 1) 2) ( 3) (4) l5) (6) 
OTERO COONTY S 41,737,470 18.33 S 765,048 $ $ s 623,419 $ 623,419 $ 765,048 $ 141,629 3.39 
Cheraw 424,301 12.84 5,448 4,440 4,440 5,448 1,008 2.38 
Fowler 1,610,669 12.78 20,584 16, TI3 16,773 20,584 3,811 2.37 
La Junta 10,245,985 16.20 165,985 15,600 135,257 150,857 181,585 30,728 3.00 
Manzanola 471,348 14.25 6,718 5,474 5,474 6,718 1,244 2.64 
Rocky Ford 6,360,567 21.87 139,106 8,840 113,354 122,194 147,946 25,752 4.05 
Swink 585,893 14100 0 1203 61685 61685 01203 11510 2.59 
26.62 1,111,692 0 24,440 905,402 929,842 1,135,532 205,690 ~ 
OURAY COUNTY 5,207,065 17 .16 89,353 14,666 14,666 89,353 74,687 14.34 
Ouray 1,119,735 24.00 26,874 26,600 4,411 31,011 53,474 22,463 20.06 
Ridgway 208,605 30.00 
23.52 
61258 







51231 Io2,Ja! lij:g~ 
PARK COUNTY 10,667,250 23.50 250,680 49,982 49,982 250,680 200,698 18.81 
Alma 140,050 20.00 2,801 558 5~ 2,801 2,243 16.02 
Fairplay 461,040 19.85 91152 11025 11025 91152 71327 n•01 24.62 262,633 0 0 52,365 52,365 262,633 2l0,268 . 
PHILLIPS COUNTY 19,284,110 9.91 191,106 139,125 139,125 191,106 51,981 2.10 
Haxtun 1,166,878 23.71 27,667 20,142 20,142 27,667 7,525 6.45 
Holyoke 2,803,532 12.00 33,642 4,090 24,491 28,581 37,732 9,151 3.26 
Paoli 220,569 6180 11500 11092 11092 11500 408 }:g~ 13.17 253,915 0 4,090 184,850 iaa,940 258,005 69,065 
Piit<.IN COUNTY!¥ 48,831,060 9.80 478,~ 585,667 -182,880 402,787 1,064,211 661,424 13.55 
Aspen 23,198,400 3160 831514 4891810 271410 -31 19lf 4851304 600.734 115.430 4.98 
11.SI 562,058 1,075,477 27,410 -214,796 888,091 1,664,945 776,854 ~ 
PROWERS COUNTY 31,471,000 24.56 772,928 449,195 449,195 772,928 323,733 10.29 
Granada 432,375 5.10 2,205 1,281 1,281 2,205 924 2.14 
Hartman 160,322 6.00 962 559 559 962 403 2.51 
Holly 1,197,756 17.50 20,961 3,349 12,182 15,531 24,310 8,779 7.33 
Lamar 9,750,498 10.00 97,505 193,000 56,666 249,666 290,505 40,839 4.19 
Wiley 335,755 14.00 41701 21732 2.132 41701 11969 5.86 
28.57 899,262 193,ooo 3,349 522,615 718,964 1,095,611 376,647 ~ 
PUEBLO COIMTY 208,570,480 19.40 4,046,267 1,629,505 1,629,505 4,046,267 2,416,762 11.59 
Boone 253,314 26.00 6,586 2,652 2,652 6,586 3,934 15.53 
Pueblo 126,781,716 19.75 2,503,939 2,507,300 122,400 1,008,382 3,638,082 5,133,639 1,495,557 11.00 
Rye 205,065 20 150 41204 11693 11693 41204 21511 12.24 
31.46 6,560,996 2,507,300 122,400 2,642,232 5,27l,932 9,190,696 3,918,764 ~ 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local .I\IIIOunt 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Propert¥, to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtained from Local Sales and Local Sales, and by Local Equiv 
County and Assessed Fund Property Sales and Cigarette Cigarette Governments Cif. Taxes Governments alen· 
Municipality Valuation Purtoses Tax Use Tax Tax Taxes (4)+(~~+(6) (3 +rn1+(5) <
0l9F> ~ (I) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
RIO 81.ANQ) COUNTY S 57,923,353 10.70 S 619,780 $ $ $ 165,202 $ 165,202 $ 619,780 s 454,578 7.8' 
Meeker 2,008,353 15.36 30,848 5,460 8,223 13,683 36,308 22,625 11.2· 
Rangely 1,674,311 29.00 481555 41190 121942 171132 52.745 351613 21.2· 
12.07 699,183 0 9,650 186,367 196,017 708,833 s12,a16 --a 
RIO GRANDE COUNTY 25,778,125 12.50 322,227 91,400 269,461 360,861 413,627 52,766 2.0' 
Center 133,890 19.50 2,611 2,183 2,183 2,611 428 3.21 
Del Norte 1,327,900 8.85 11,752 27,440 9,828 37,268 39,192 1,924 lA 
Monte Vista 4,763,765 10180 511449 631960 9 1990 431024 1161974 1251399 8 1425 1. 7' 
15.05 388,039 182,800 9,990 324,496 517,286 580,829 63,543 ~ 
ROUIT crnMTY 28,309,660 12.90 365,195 225,472 225,472 365,195 139,723 4.9, 
Hayden 693,390 19.80 13,729 8,476 8,476 13,729 5,253 7.5 
Oak Creek 382,370 15.00 5,736 3,542 3,542 5,736 2,194 5.7-
Steamboat Springs 3,743,270 19.00 71,122 82,100 9,120 43,911 135,131 162,342 27,211 7.2 
Yampa 272,580 22185 61228 31845 31845 61228 21383 8.7 
16.32 462,016 a2,Ioo 9,120 285,246 376,466 553,230 176,764 ~ 
I 
SAGJAOiE CO~TY ~ 11,689,840 14.50 169,503 75,813 75,813 169,503 93,690 0.0 
(X) Bonanza 28,670 1.70 49 22 22 49 27 0.9 
I Center 1,202,070 19.50 23,440 4,760 10,484 15,244 28,200 12,956 10. 7 
Crestone 49,460 9.65 477 213 213 477 264 5.3 
Moffat 52,910 1.00 370 165 165 370 205 3.8 






41061 51489 10.507 51018 11.9 
90,758 96,946 209,106 112,160 T.'5 
SAN JUAN COUNTY 3,690,135 22.50 83,028 12,759 12,759 83,028 70,269 19.0 
Silverton 617,290 39.00 241074 91333 21514 3.100 15.547 351921 201374 33.0 
29.02 167,102 9,333 2,514 16,459 28,306 118,949 90,&43 24.5 
SAN MIGJEL COUNTY 9,379,360 11.50 107,863 29,479 29,479 107,863 78,384 8.3 
Norwood 419,720 20.00 8,394 2,294 2,294 8,394 6,100 14.5 
Telluride 544,860 35100 191070 10:267 1.575 51212 11.054 301912 13,858 25.4 
14.43 135,327 Io ,261 1,575 _36,985 48,827 147,169 98,342 L0-4 
SEDGWICX COUNTY 15,575,010 15.92 247,954 152,219 152,219 247,954 95,735 6.1 
Julesburg 2,507,970 12.00 30,096 5,790 18,476 24,266 35,886 11,620 4.6 
Ovid 306,370 17.60 5,392 3,310 3,310 5,392 2,082 6.8 
Sedgwick 158,350 28.55 41521 21776 2.116 41521 1 74:, 11.0 
18.49 287,963 0 5,790 176,781 102,sn 293,75J - .1.f.i.~ -r.r 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Total now 
Distribution Being Raised 
1970 of Amount by Local Amount 
Mill Available Governments Remaining Mill 
Levy for General Fund Above Local Total to from Property, to be Borne Levy 
1970 General Revenue Obtained from Local Sales and Local Sales. and by Local Equiv• 
County and Assessed Fund Property Sales and Cigarette Cigarette Goverrments Cir• Taxes Goverrments alent 
Municiealit:z: Valuation Purtoses Tax Use Tax Tax Taxes (4)+~~i+(6) (3 +rn~+(5) <
0l9F1 2frW ( 1) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
SUMMIT COUNTY $ 13,605,320 15.85 $ 215,644 $144,200 $ $ 50,805 $ 195,005 $ 359,844 $ 164,839 12.12 
Blue River 532,110 5.00 2,661 627 627 2,661 2,034 3.82 
Breckenridge 1,551,060 25.00 38,776 9,135 9,135 38,776 29,641 19.11 
Dillon 1,368,600 24.00 32,846 7,738 7,738 32,846 25,108 18.35 
Frisco 709,460 26.00 19,446 4,346 4,346 18,446 14,100 19.87 
Silverthorne 307,290 25100 71682 11010 11010 7 1682 5 1812 l~:~t 23.23 316,055 144,200 0 74,461 2is,66i 466,255 24l,594 
TELLS\ COUNTY 8,542,260 28.88 246,700 75,645 75,645 246,700 171,055 20.02 
Cripple Creek 694,050 48.00 33,314 10,215 10,215 33,314 23,099 33.28 
Green Mtn. Falls 24,070 17.00 409 125 125 409 284 11.80 
Victor 266,690 52.00 13,868 4,252 4,252 13,868 9,616 36.06 
Woodland Park 1,599,600 19.06 301488 251667 91349 351016 56.155 211139 13.22 
38.02 324,779 25,667 0 99,586 l25,253 350,446 225,193 ~ 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 40,651,310 8.43 342,691 109,751 109,751 342,691 232,940 5.73 
Akron 2,450,545 23.30 57,098 5,000 18,286 23,286 62,098 38,812 15.84 
Otis 470,35~ 10 100 8 1466 828 21711 31539 91294 51755 12.24 
io.b4 408,255 0 5,828 130,748 136,576 4l4,083 277,507 ~ 
~ 
.0 WELD (l}lJNTY 202,095,790 16.42 3,318,413 2,001,863 2,001,863 3,318,413 1,316,550 6.51 I Ault 1,000,360 17.56 17,566 10,597 10,597 17,566 6,969 6.97 
Dacona 241,860 10.00 2,419 1,459 1,459 2,419 960 3.97 
Eaton 2,218,240 21.84 48,446 29,226 29,226 48,446 19,220 8.66 
Erie 483,340 2~.00 12,084 7,290 7,290 12,084 4,794 9.92 
Evans 3,102,400 13.12 40,703 24,554 24,554 40,703 16,149 5.21 
Firestone 232,920 9.00 2,096 1,264 1,264 2,096 832 3.57 
Fort Lupton 2,951,680 14.50 42,799 55,767 25,819 81,586 98,566 16,980 5.75 
Frederick 350,690 1.96 687 414 414 687 273 o. 78 
Gilcrest 298,000 11.15 3,323 2,005 2,005 3,323 1,318 4.42 
Greeley 57,425,650 15.00 861,385 908,200 69,500 519,638 1,497,338 1,839,085 341,747 5.95 
Grover 88,460 18.27 1,616 975 975 1,616 641 7.~ 
Hudson 459,090 20.56 9,439 5,694 5,694 9,439 3,745 8.16 
.Johnstown 1,110,360 21.00 23,318 27,067 14,067 41,134 50,385 9,251 8.33 
Keenesburg 514,660 20.76 10,684 6,445 6,445 10,684 4,239 8.24 
Keota 12,590 10.00 126 76 76 126 50 3.97 
Kersey 407,860 18.00 7,341 4,429 4,429 7,341 2,912 7.14 
La Salle 1,477,730 23.00 33,988 20,504 20,504 33,988 13,484 9.12 
Mead 152,560 21.04 3,210 1,937 1,937 3,210 1,273 8.34 
Milliken 413,600 15.00 6,204 3,743 3,743 6,204 2,461 5.95 
Nunn 218,550 18.00 3,934 2,373 2,373 3,934 1,561 7.14 
Pierce 426,490 8.26 3,523 2,125 2.1~ 3,523 1,398 3.28 
Platteville 556,020 18.50 10,286 6,205 6,205 10,286 4,081 7.34 
Raymer 91,330 13.~l 1,234 744 744 1,234 490 5.37 




































TABLE 1 (Continued)* 
General Fund 
Revenue Obtained from Local 
Property Sales and Cigarette 

















































Sales, and Cif • Taxes 


































*The data used are: PropertI tax levies in 1970 payable in 1971, revenue from local sales, use, and cigarette taxes in 1970 (or earlier years in 




The figures shown in columns 9 and 10 for Delta and Jefferson counties represent amounts in excess of what would be required to replace property 
taxes for county and municipal general fund purposes completely. 
Negative amounts appear in Colwnn 6 for Pitkin county because the combined revenue obtainable from a 2 percent sales and use tax on thg state 
base and a 5 cents per pack cigarette tax is less than total collections from the local sales and cigarette taxes. The property tax levy and 
revenue, columns 9 and 10 of the table, represent upward adjustments to provide for complete replacement of said sales and cigarette taxes. 
Table 2 
EXTENT OF POSSIBLE REPLACalENT OF LOCAL SALES, USE, AND CIGARETTE TAXES AND 
RB>UCTICII OF PlklPERTY TAXES WITK A 2 PERCENT STATE-IIIDE SALES AND USE TAX 
MD A ~ CENTS PER Pia.. CIGARETTE TAX: CXJl.NTY-IIIDE SUIIMRIE.s-
11111 IAvy Total now 
ECJ,ivalent Bel ng Raised 
of Combined by Local 
County and Governmnts -t Percewtage 
Municipal General Fund Revenue Obtainable from Indicate Stat -wide Tax s from Property, Reaa.ining Reduction 
Property R..,em,e Obtained Sa es ess: t per ota Sales,and to be Bome Possible 
Tu•• for [roa Local and Use Per Person Pack to Local Cigarette by Local 11111 Levy in the 
General fund Property siiis and Cigarette Tax on Food Sales Difference Cigaretta Gove...-nts Taxes crivenments Equivaleftt Property 
County PuTises Tax Use Tu Tax State Base Tax Credit ,~1 - !6) Tax Pl. !Bl 121•pt14l -101 - !91 o( flll Tu j ---m- (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) tel (9) ( 0 11) ( 2) (13) 
Ad-• 22.26 s 6,840,670 s 3,217,146 s 81,086 SB, 186,000 s 424,002 $1,761,998 s 927,137 s 8,689, 13~ S 10,138,902 S 1,449,767 4.72 78.111 
Al-H 2~.86 !124,416 172,300 14,300 614,667 31,837 ~82,830 69,616 6!12,446 711,016 :;e,~70 2.89 88.8 
Arapahoe 16.94 ~.702,148 ~.331,497 326,732 9,174,000 47~,177 8,698,823 1,039,037 9,737,860 ll,350,3TT 1,622.~17 4.82 71.~ 
Archuleta 12.67 107,723 40,640 4,310 90,667 4,696 e~,971 10,269 96,240 1!,2 ,673 ~.433 6.64 47.6 
Baca 18.3~ 446,B~ 0 0 198,667 10,290 188,377 22.~1 210,878 446,8~3 23~,97~ 9.69 47.2 
Bent 21.23 348,079 ~l ,567 6,790 147,333 7,631 139,702 16,687 1~6,389 406,436 2:10,047 I!,.~ 28.2 
Boulder 18.4~ ~.738, 160 4,449,691 183,210 6,162,000 319,167 ~.842,833 697,901 6,~.734 10,371,061 3,830,327 12.32 33.2 
Chaffee 2~.78 ~.2~ 0 6,860 398,667 20,649 378,018 4~. 1~2 423,170 =,41, 114 117,944 ~.69 TT.9 
CheyeM• l~.74 2~7,4~1 0 0 78,000 4,040 73,960 8,834 82,794 2~7,4~1 174,657 10.68 32.2 
Clear CNek l~.18 44~,341 us.~ 9,210 219,333 11,361 207,972 24,841 232,813 ~73,08~ 340,272 11.60 23.6 
Conejo• 21.12 2~~.329 0 6,047 118,667 6,146 112.~21 13,440 12~.961 261,376 l~,41~ 11.20 47.0 
Co•tilla 21.86 147 ,32~ 14,467 0 41,333 2,141 39,192 4,681 43,873 161,792 117,919 17.~ 20.0 
Crowley 20.~ 171,420 0 0 62,000 3,211 ~8,789 7,022 6~,811 171,420 105,609 12.63 38.4 
~i~:~ 16.09 TT,874 0 0 18,000 932 17,068 2,039 19,107 
77,874 :i8,767 12.14 24.~ 
18.31 433,847 68,810 17,28~ ~~.333 27,728 ~1.~ 60,631 ~68,236 ~19,942 (48,294) (2.04) (ll.l) 
O.nv.r ~-96 36,04~,460 34,671,000 1,109,706 37,724,667 l,~3,988 3~,770,679 4,272,6~2 40,043,331 71,826,166 31,782,83~ 22.89 11.8 
DoloN• 21.05 107,464 9,800 272 31,333 1,623 29,710 3,~9 33,2~9 117 .~6 84,2TT 16.~l 2l.6 
0o;:y1 .. 20.e~ 497,702 0 3,303 266,000 13,778 2~2.222 30,127 282,349 ~1.00~ 218,6!>6 9.16 ~-1 
Eag • l~.41 4~2,827 409,~~ 0 ~14,667 26.6~8 488,009 ~8,291 ~.300 862.392 316,092 10.76 30.2 
Elbert l~.~7 276,046 0 0 43,333 2,24~ 41,088 4,908 4~,996 276,046 230,0~ 12.98 16.7 
El Pno 30.4~ 12.~.~ 3,044,710 292,000 10,482,667 =,42, 961 9,939,706 1,187,2~~ 11,126,961 16,191,218 ~.064.~7 12.00 60.6 
frea,nt 23.83 861,~2~ 0 26,140 709,333 36,741 672,~92 80,338 7~2.930 887,66~ 134,73~ 3.73 84.4 
Garfield 18.02 TTl,~63 274,~9 22,104 988,000 ~l, 17~ 936,82~ 111,900 1,048,72~ 1,068.176 19,4~1 o.~ 97.~ 
Gilpin 44.40 182,489 32,~2 1,268 ~3,333 2,762 ~.~71 6,040 ~6,611 216.~9 1~9,648 38.84 12.~ 
Grand 17.62 328,089 74,900 1,826 309,333 16,022 293,311 3~,03~ 328,346 404,Bl~ 76,469 4.U 76.7 
Gunnison 18.93 333,811 121,907 12,910 360,000 18,647 341,3~3 40,773 382,126 468,628 86,!i02 4.91 74.l 
Hinsdale 22.69 !12,709 0 0 16,000 829 l~,171 1,812 16,983 ~2. 709 3:l, 726 1!,.38 32.2 
Huerfano 33.:,S 423,079 67,310 9,6~0 180,667 9,3:,S 171,309 20,462 191,771 ~.039 308,268 ' 24.47 27.l 
Jack•on 1!,.27 149,096 0 1,614 6~,333 3,384 61,949 7,400 69,349 l!iO, 710 81,361 8.34 4~A 
Jefferson.!/ l!,.42 7,404,170 1,706,~ 468,082 ll,7~,667 608,638 11,142,029 1,330,867 12,472,896 9,~78,792 (2,894,104) (6.03) (39.l) 
I 
Table 2 (Continued) 
.11111 Levy Total no• 
Equivalent Being Raised 
of Coabined by Local Amlunt Percentage County and Governments 
lluniclpal General Fund Revenue Obtainable from Indicated State-wide Taxes from Property, Reaaining Reduction 
Property Revenue Obtained 3 saies Less: 53 54 per fotai Sales. and to be Bame Ponillle 
Taxes for froa Local and Use Per Person Pack to Local Cigarl!tte by Local llill Levy 1n the 
General Fund Property siiH and Cigarette Tax on Food Salas Olfference Cigarette Governments Taxes Govemaents Equivalent Pmperty 
County Pl!!frses Tax Use Tax Tax State Base Tax Credit (51 - !6) Tax Pl • !Bl !2l•f3t!41 11of - !2l of flll ffl1 ) -rn-- (3) (4) (!SJ (61 (7) (8) (9) ( 0 11) ( 2) 
,a-• 19.51 s 323,188 s 0 s 0 s 46,000 $ 2,383 s 43,617 $ 5,210 s 48,827 l 323,188 s 274,361 16.56 15.1" 
Kit Canon 21.95 588,624 0 0 415,333 21,513 393,820 47,040 440,860 588,624- 147,764 5.51 74.9 
Lake 14.92 719,971 0 0 316,000 16,368 299,632 35,790 335,422 719,971 384,549 7.97 46.6 
La Plata 20.80 929,107 310,928 33,499 942,000 48,792 893,208 106,690 999,898 1,273,534 273,636 6.13 70.5 
Lariaer 20.54 3,721,402 1,446,967 161,100 4,155,333 215,230 3,940,103 470,628 4,410,731 5,329,469 918,738 5.07 75.3 
Las Animas 30.33 928,723 158,700 16,200 500,000 25,898 474,102 56,629 530,731 1,103,623 572,892 18.71 38.3 
Uncoln 21.68 428,163 0 7,292 238,000 12,327 225,673 26,956 252,629 435,455 182,826 9.26 57.3 
Logu 16.79 1,082,680 0 0 919,333 47,618 871,715 104,123 975,838 1,082,680 106,842 1.66 90.l .... 23.46 2,546,448 699,560 52,916 2,809,333 145,512 2,663,821 318,182 2,982,003 3,298,924 316,921 2.92 87.6 
llineral 22.66 68,573 9,567 0 27,333 1,416 25,917 3,096 29,013 78,140 49,127 16.23 28.4 
Moffatt 23.:10 588,053 0 0 370,667 19,199 351,468 41,981 393,449 588,053 194,604 7.78 66.9 
llontez- 20.40 518,319 193,300 15,600 603,333 31,~ 572,083 68,333 640,416 727,219 86,803 3.42 83.3 
llontJ:OM 21.75 763,273 170,500 30,473 668,667 34,634 634,033 75,732 709,765 964,246 254,481 7.25 66.7 
Morgan 19.Z, 1,074,710 0 10,000 938,667 48,619 890,048 106,312 9%,360 1,011', 710 88,350 1.58 91.8 
Ote:i:o 26.62 1,111,092 0 24,440 876,000 45,373 830,627 99,215 929,842 1,135,532 . 205,690 4.93 81.5 
I 
Ouray 23.52 122,485 26;600 0 44,000 2,279 41,721 4,983 46,704 14,,085 102,381 19.66 16.4 
Pa.re 24.62 262,633 0 0 49,333 2,555 46,778 5,587 52.365 262,633 210,268 19.71 19.9 
(JI run~ 13.17 253,915 0 4,090 178,000 9,220 168,780 20,160 188,940 258,005 69,065 3.58 72.8 I\) 11.51 562,058 1,075,477 27,410 836,667 43,336 793,331 94,760 888,091 1,664,945 776,854 15.91 38.2 
I Prawn 28.57 899,262 193,000 3,349 677,333 35,083 642,250 76,714 718,964 1,095,611 376,647 ll.97 58.l 
.Puelo 31.46 6,560,996 2,507,300 122,400 4,966,667 257,254 4,709,413 562,519 5,271,932 9,190,696 3,918,764 18.79 40.3 
Rio Blanco 12.07 699,183 0 9,650 184,667 9,565 175,102 20,915 196,017 708,833 512,816 a.es 26.7 
Rio Grande 13.05 388,039 182,800 9,990 487,333 Zl,242 462,091 55,195 517,286 580,829 63,543 2.46 83.6 
Routt 16.32 462,010 82,100 9,12D 354,667 18,370 336,297 40,169 376,466 553,230 176,764 6.24 61.7 
~ac:be 17.36 202,918 0 6,188 91,333 4,731 86,602 10,344 96,946 209,106 112,160 9.59 44.7 
SM .II.Ian 29.02 107,102 9,333 2,514 :U.,667 1,381 Zl,286 3,020 28,306 118,949 90,643 24.56 15.4 
Saa 111guel 14.43 135,327 10,267 l,!1~ 46,000 2,383 43,617 5,210 48,827 147,169 98,342 10.48 27.3 
S.c19wict 18.49 287,963 0 5,790 172,000 8,909 163,091 19,480 182,571 293,753 111,182 7.14 61.4 
S...tt 23.23 316,055 144,200 0 206,000 10,670 195,330 23,331 218,661 460,255 241,594 17.76 23.6 
Teller 38.02 324,779 Zl,667 0 118,000 6,112 111,888 13,365 125,253 350,44b ~,193 26.36 30.7 
Washington 10.04 408,Z,5 0 5,828 128,667 6,664 122,003 14,573 136,576 414,083 zn,so1 6.83 32.0 
hld 22.34 4,514,209 1,013,667 69,500 3,586,000 185,741 3,400,259 406,146 3,806,405 5,597,376 i, 790,971 8.86 60.3 
Yuma ~:U 4641344 0 1,210 396,667 20,~ 376,121 44,926 ~,047 471,614 50,567 1M4 ~ 115, I:!!5, 2117 62,i37,328 3,240,899 115,916,000 6.603, 169,912,016 13,128,511 123,,521 180,50,514 57,472,993 . 
4 The data uHd are: Preperty tax levies in 1970 payable in 1971, revenue from local sales, use, and cigarette taxes in 1970 (or earller years in case 1970 
~ 
data are not available) and revenue froa the state-wide 3 percent sales and use tax and the 5 cents per pack cigarette tax in fiscal year 1970-71. 
See footnote t• Table l. The figure• shown in colunna 11, 12, and 13 for Delta and Jefferson counties represent excess amounts. 
See footnotl! if.• Table l. Th• figures shown in col1.Dns 11, 12, and 13 for Pitkin county represent upward adjustments to take care of the shortage of 
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I 31J Strasburg 
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6 Littleton 




50J Pagosa Springs 
Comparison of 1972 School District General Fund Levies 
With What the Levies Would Have Been Under COED 
20/36 - 15/12 
1972 
1972 Revenue Per 
Revenue ADA£ From 
ADAE S.0., State 





11.79 719. 37 
12 .12 881.68 
4.69 721.04 
7.72 683 .15 
11.45 779. 35 
12. 35 985.12 
5.61 740.90 








Genera 1 1972 Levy 
Fund Would 
Levy Have Been* 
61 .29 27.70 
63.28 19. 29 
70.02 24.34 
61.05 24.95 ► 
39.00 19. 98 :g 












42. 146 33.06 
35.82 19.05 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S.0., State Fund Would 
l Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have BeerJl' 
Baca County 
Re- l Walsh 16.70 917. 51 42.37 31.83 
Re- 3 Pritchett 30.34 1359.20 41. 51 40.85 
Re- 4 Springfield 14. l 0 853.26 44.90 29.45 
Re- 5 Vilas 30.32 1324 .66 40. 72 39.94 
Re- 6 Campo 14.45 895.09 47 .10 32. 12 
Bent County 
Re- l Las Animas 8.98 720.87 46.04 20.07 
Re- 2 Mcclave 25.57 1052.76 34.92 33.02 
I Boulder County 
~ 
I Re- lJ Longmont 8.84 813.32 56.97 27. 77 
Re- 2J Boulder 11. 58 978.90 61.82 41.57 
Chaffee County 
R -31 Buena Vista 6. 91 550.19 30.05 15. 28 
R -32J Salida 9.36 600.36 32.00 16.67 
Cheyenne County 
R - l Kit Carson 41.24 1499.86 32.99 32.50 
R - 2 Cheyenne Wells 24.32 1096.01 37.66 35.46 
R - 3 Arapahoe 30.72 1065.02 30.72 30.07 
Clear Creek County 
R - l Idaho Springs 23.40 975.04 33.98 30.90 
I 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S.O., State Fund Would 
1 Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
Conejos County 
Re- lJ La Jara 4.52 591. 01 46.00 16.41 
6J Sanford 6.35 588.97 37.30 16 .36 
Re-10 Antonito 3.99 563.34 42.90 15.65 
Cos ti 11 a County 
R - 1 San Luis 6.05 701 .40 56.90 19.48 
R -30 Blanca 13.96 697.20 33.99 19. 36 
Crowley_ County_ 
I Re- lJ Ordway 10.62 690.03 38.66 19 .17 (JI 
(JI 
I Custer Count.}! 
C - 1 Westcliffe 24. 17 911. 53 30.26 27.92 
Del ta County 
50J Del ta 7.53 702.00 49.14 19. 50 
Denver Count.}! 
1 Denver 16. 67 1093. 54 52.99 42.40 
Dolores County 
Re- lJ Dove Creek 11. 90 883.72 52.60 33.64 
Douglas County 
Re- lJ Castle Rock 9.78 866.08 58.52 32 .17 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S.O., State Fund ~Joul d 
1 Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Beerf 
Eagle County 
Re-50(J) Eagle 20.54 1000.23 39.93 33.64 
Elbert County 
C - 1 Elizabeth 6.69 706.23 53.80 19. 62 
C - 2 Kiowa 19. 93 992.19 40. 75 33.65 
1 OO(J) Simla 17 .24 950.27 42. 93 33.36 
200 Elbert 10. 97 841.90 51.81 30.16 
300 Agate 65.71 1984. 52 27.58 27.28 
l 
El Paso County 
(JI 
°' RJ- 1 Calhan 10.66 842.79 52.90 30.23 I 2 Harrison 5.27 625.04 48.32 17.36 
3 Security 3.37 587 .41 54.80 16. 31 
8 Fountain 2 .17 510.05 40.01 14.17 
11 Colorado Spgs. 9.57 805.62 53 .13 27. 13 
12 Cheyenne Mtn. 15 .81 1125 .30 56.06 45.64 
14 Manitou Spgs. 10.85 796.49 48.00 26.37 
20 Academy 3.99 544.22 38.10 15. 12 
22 El 1 icott 7.42 756.52 56.96 23.04 
23J Peyton 8.52 1051.17 86.37 52.74 
28 Hanover 58.56 1631.51 24.14 23.80 
38 Monument 10.46 773. 92 47 .01 24.49 
49 Falcon 8.50 766.01 53.00 23.83 
54J Edison 31.30 1368.63 38.54 37.89 
60J Miami-Yoder 22.26 1083. 17 40.58 36. 31 
Fremont County 
Re- 1 Canon City 7.71 728. 72 51.83 20.73 
Re- 2J Florence 7.36 630.07 40. l 0 17.50 
Re- 3 Cotopaxi 17 .41 1149.13 53.94 44.65 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S .0., State Fund Would 
l Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
Garfield County 
Re- lJ Glenwood Spgs. l 0.83 640.79 33.70 17.80 
Re- 2 Rifle l 0. 72 963.97 64.00 40.33 
16 Grand Va 11 ey 17.24 1214.52 58.26 48.68 
Gilein County 
Re- l Central City 30.88 1890 .41 55.34 54.69 
Grand County 
lJ Krenmling 16. 05 851.38 39.97 28. 18 
I 2 Granby 16 .61 941.00 44.01 33. 31 
(JI 
-.J 
I Gunnison Count.z: 
Re- lJ Gunnison 11 .85 827.98 48.06 29.00 
Hinsdale County 
Re- 1 Lake City 70.87 1514.75 16. 36 16.08 
Huerfano County 
Re- l Walsenburg 8.34 672.74 42.50 18.69 
Re- 2 La Veta 14. 21 798.73 40.84 25.54 
Jackson County 
R - l Walden 21.05 872.59 32.90 27.25 
Jefferson County 
R - l Jefferson 7.93 847.74 65.90 30.64 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S .0., State Fund Would 
l Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been" 
Kiowa County 
Re- l Eads 23. 91 1039.57 35.95 33.37 
Re- 2 Sheridan Lake 54.14 1538.39 26. 12 25.75 
Kit Carson County 
R - l Flagler 14. 74 881.68 45.56 30.97 
R - 2 Seibert 19.39 944.88 39.44 31.60 
R - 3 Vona 24.64 1146. 67 39.98 37.32 
R - 4 Stratton 11. 72 823.38 48.00 28.62 
R - 5 Bethune 17 .64 985.86 43. 98 35.07 
RE- 6J Burlington 12. 51 741.43 39.50 21 . 71 
I Lake County 
Ui 
m 
l R - l Leadville 23.57 910.81 31. 01 28. l 0 
la Plata County 
9 - R Durango 9. 18 732.26 45.58 21.02 
l 0-Jt-R Bayfield 10.69 630.97 33.00 17. 53 
11 Jt. Ignacio 6.49 492.48 22.00 13 .68 
Larimer County 
R - l Fort Co 11 ins 9.17 911. 93 63.26 35.99 
R - 2J Loveland 8. 71 735.80 48.68 21 . 31 
R - 3J Estes Park 22.83 l 049-. 77 38.10 34.44 
Las Animas County 
l Trinidad 4.80 655. 77 57.80 18.22 
2 Primera Reorg. 18. 31 720.27 29.50 20 .01 
3 Hoehne Reorg. 15. 10 684.89 31.46 19 .02 
6 Aguilar Reorg. 11.56 650.76 33.50 18.08 
82 Branson Reorg. 27.55 1200.14 37.75 37 .16 
88 Kim Reorg. 34.68 1470.23 37.26 36.69 
I 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S.O., State Fund Would 
1 Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
Lincoln County 
Re- 1 Hugo 21.45 953.87 36.08 30.90 
Re- 4J Limon 11.03 631.00 32.50 17.53 
Re-13 Genoa 20.02 1115.66 46.74 39.76 
Re-23 Karval 32.80 1052. 73 27 .81 27.20 
Re-31 Arriba 27 .49 1289.48 41.09 40.72 
Logan County 
Re- 1 Sterling 11. 97 876.88 51.85 33.07 
Re- 3 Fleming 15.88 769.10 35.21 23.09 
Re- 4(J) Merino 16.06 834.22 38.86 27.11 
I Re- 5 Peetz 38.29 1305. 68 30.57 30.05 U1 
'° 'I Mesa County 
49Jt. DeBeque 41.05 1621.51 35.26 34. 77 
50 Collbran 17.75 752. 86 30.59 21.85 
51 Grand Junction 8.41 802.21 67.68 26.85 
Mineral County 
1 Creede Cons. 17.56 929. 56 40.97 31 .93 
Moffat County 
Re: No. 1 Craig 14.43 796.25 40.31 25.28 
Montezuma County 
Re- 1 Cortez 6.83 670.68 47.83 18.63 
Re- 4A Dolores 8.14 695.17 45.90 19. 31 
Re- 6 Mancos 6.88 590.73 36.00 16 .41 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S.O., State Fund Would 
l Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
Montrose County 
Re- lJ Montrose 7.00 727.22 55.20 20.60 
Re- 2 Naturita 8. 51 731.39 48.89 20.94 
Morgan County 
Re- 2J Brush 9.89 738.22 45 .13 21. 52 
Re- 3 Fort Morgan 10.16 858. 70 56.25 31.55 
Re-20J Weldona 13.67 987.68 55.61 39.58 
Re-50J Wiggins 17 .22 956.50 43.34 33.73 
Otero County 
I 
C1' R - l La Junta 5.70 708.90 60.68 19. 69 rO \1 R - 2 Rocky Ford 8.09 652. 19 40. 76 18 .12 
3Jt. Manzanola 5.35 660.16 54.40 18.34 
R - 4J Fowler 9. 51 778. 73 50.50 24.89 
31 Cheraw 8.41 749.18 51 .40 22.43 
33 Swink 8.82 750.37 49.94 22.53 
Ouray County 
R - l Ouray 16.66 843.22 38.00 27.40 
R - 2 Ridgway 15.27 856.90 42.37 28.97 
Park County 
l Bailey 11 .46 861 . 15 52.00 31.76 
Re- 2 Fairplay 35.60 1541.53 38.63 38.06 
Phillips County 
Re- lJ Holyoke 20.43 949.22 37.66 31.22 
Re- 2J Haxtun 21.46 1117.67 43.69 38.53 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S .0., State Fund Would 
1 Mi 11 Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
Pitkin County 
R - 1 Aspen 40.46 1163. 98 25.08 24.58 
Prowers County 
Re- 1 Granada 11 . 03 757.94 44.00 23 .16 
Re- 2 Lamar 8.83 705.56 44.80 19. 60 
Re- 3 Holly 11. 91 779. 14 43.80 24.92 
Re-13J Wiley 12. 38 841 . 19 47.80 29.79 
Pueblo County 
I 60 Pueblo City 7. 12 680.23 47.943 18. 90 I:,\ .... 70 Pueb 1 o Rura 1 7.76 716.85 50.100 19. 91 
I 
Rio Blanco County 
Re- 1 Meeker 27.37 1171. 96 36.36 35.63 
Re- 4 Rangely 64.20 1354.68 18. 11 17.80 
Rio Grande County 
7 Del Norte 9. 10 727. 45 46.405 20.62 
8 Monte Vista 7. 12 676.50 47.400 18.79 
Re-33J Sargent 17.69 969.26 42. 91 0 34. 09 
Routt County 
Re- 1 Hayden 28. 12 1022. 07 30.66 30.74 
Re- 2 Steamboat Spgs. 13.46 894.80 49.30 32.99 
Re- 3(J) Oak Creek 14.41 919 .42 48.88 33.84 
saguache County 
Re- 1 Saguache 13. 38 852.47 46.33 29.90 
2 Moffat 28.73 1195.57 36.05 36.55 
26J Center 9.32 730.91 46.08 20.90 
I 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S.O., State Fund Would 
1 Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
San Juan County 
1 Silverton 24. 16 1332. 78 47. 71 45.36 
San Miguel County 
R - 1 Telluride 21. 76 940. 94 34.97 30. 15 
Re- 2J Norwood 11 . 28 801. 24 47.25 26. 77 
18 Egnar 21.09 1 Ol O. 24 39.17 33.76 
Sedgwick County 
Re- 1 Julesburg 16.52 1059.13 51.41 40.52 
'I Re- 3 Ovid 20.43 951.75 37.78 31.34 
' Surrmit County Re- 1 Frisco 23.04 946.72 33.28 29.84 
Teller County 
Re- 1 Cripple Creek 18.43 1140.99 52.13 42.84 
Re- 2 Woodland Park 6.39 689.86 52.95 19.16 
Washington County 
R - 1 Akron 18.80 866.25 36.50 27.78 
R - 2 Anton 31.87 1037.18 28.62 27.99 
R - 3 Otis 18. 72 1022.64 45.02 36. 17 
101 Lone Star 64.30 2367.07 34.02 33.89 
R-104 Woodrow 65.43 1453.68 20.00 19. 69 
1972 1972 COED 
1972 Revenue Per Total 20/36-15/12 
Revenue ADAE From General 1972 Levy 
ADAE S .0., State Fund Would 
l Mill Levy & G.F. Levy Levy Have Been* 
Weld County 
Re- l Gilcrest 15.42 737.49 34. 21 21 . 13 
Re- 2 Eaton 17. 56 818.00 34.62 25.58 
Re- 3J Keenesburg 9. 77 678.45 39.36 18.84 
Re- 4 Windsor 19.07 l 048.83 45.57 37.24 
Re- 5J Johnstown l 0. 29 839.58 53.89 31.62 
6 Greeley 8.45 842.50 62.24 30.20 
Re- 7 Kersey 9.92 798.41 51.10 26.53 
Re- 8 Fort Lupton 5.65 667.09 53.68 18.53 
Re- 9 Ault 12.27 897.94 52.70 34.50 
Re-1 OJ Briggsdale 22.68 1443.11 52.25 51.36 
Re-11 New Raymer 26.46 1324.80 41.22 40.46 
-~ 
Re-12 Grover 24.37 1310.00 44.96 44. 14 
-<,J Yuma County I 
R-J-1 Yuma 15.44 989.47 50.50 37.45 
RJ-2 Wray 17.52 884.76 38.52 29.40 
*1974 Levy will probably be somewhit higher due to cost increases from 1972 to 1974. 
COMPARATIVE DATA 
COED POWER EQUALIZATION SCHOOL FINANCE PLAN 
20 Mills/$36--15 Mills/$12 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current : Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mills/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
Adams County 1 Mfll Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mnls/$12 ADAE (1972) '.(1972) 
1 Mapleton 6,548.9 $ 9.59 $ 299.34 $ 508.72 $ 914.62 61.29 
12 Eastlake 16,023.3 6.01 387.05 660.87 739:.34 63.28 
14 Adams c;ty 7,233.8 6.43 361.84 628.10 841~85 70.02 
27J sr;ghton 4,292.4 7.40 348.09 596.89 913.38 61.05 
29J Bennett 517 .8 11.18 278.64 459.ao 959.45 39.00 
31J Strasburg 462.4 12.68 248.93 412.89 915.72 51.80 
50 Wesbn;nster 15,924.4 5.60 383.38 664.58 822.41 72.61 
Alamosa County 
Re-11J Alamosa 2,194.9 8.89 328.68 550.66 764.55 45.89 1o Re-22J Mosca 241.3 12.43 285.97 450.68 957.75 44.90 tt, 
I Araeahoe County ~ C, 
0' H 
(JI 
1 Englewood 4,612..;6 16.42 202.34 1,096.91 59.526 
)( 
I 325.94 
0 2 Sheridan 2,311.4 6.66 354.17 616.29 905.89 67.00 
5 Cherry Creek 11,993.6 14.58 219.76 378.29 1,145.03 73.95 
6 Uttleton 17,679.6 8.64 334.28 560.76 884.92 66.19 
26J Deer Tra;1 158.9 117 .65 80.00 100.00 1,462.60 34.84 
28J Aurora 18,697.4 7 .61 342. 51 587 .53 920.82 72.08 
32J Byers 588.9 13.29 209.80 371.93 1,216.94 42.146 
Archuleta County 
50J Pagosa Springs 784.6 12.53 249.79 405.20 840.86 35.82 
Baca County 
Re- 1 Walsh 501.2 17.63 228.10 327.50 1,105.62 42.37 
Re- 3 Pr;tchett 123.1 27.84 153.01 100.00 1,877.62 41.51 
Re- 4 Springf;eld 505.5 15.30 218.54 364.54 973.19 44.90 
Re- 5 Vilas 87.6 29~20 143.80 100.00 1,724.37 40.72 
Re- 6 Campo 132.5 16.64 207.62 326.82 1,302.57 47 .16 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mi lls/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mills/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Bent County 
Re- 1 Las Animas 1,81!.I $ 9.74 $ 319.05 $ 525.73 $1,015.89 46.04 
Re- 2 Mcclave 186.5 29.28 142.94 100.00 1,446.46 34.92 
Bou 1 der County 
Re- lJ Longmont 12,630.8 9.00 331.16 551. 16 921.62 56.97 
Re- 2J Boulder 21,735.4 12.99 245.43 408.46 1,091.57 61.82 
Chaffee County 
R -31 Buena Vista 1,149.3 8.01 342.20 580.02 608.66 30.05 
R -32J Salida 1,454.1 9.96 307.69 510.41 636.78 32.00 
• Cheyenne County 
Q\ 
0-
I R - 1 Kit carson 130.1 51.17 80.00 100.00 1,887.09 32.99 
R - 2 Cheyenne Wells 332.0 23.31 183.38 199.18 1,344.26 37.66 
R - 3 Arapahoe 93.6 30.32 80.00 100.00 1,463.80 30.72 
Clear Creek County 
R - 1 Idaho Springs 1,281.8 29.05 167.68 100.00 1,151.27 33.91 
Conejos County 
Re- lJ La Jara 1,347.0 4.64 417.96 716.44 661.09 46.00 
6J Sanford 332.6 7 .18 359.86 612.62 689.34 37.30 
Re-10 Antonito 833.0 4.35 422.44 726.14 633.65 t2.90 
Costilla County 
R - 1 San Luis 645.7 6.91 383.78 641.40 870.13 56.90 
R -30 Blanca 249.1 21.94 205.88 249.08 797 .19 33.99 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. RevJ/ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
IDAI Raised by Support Per 20 Mtlls/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mills/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Crowley County 
Re- lJ Ordway 138.3 S 10..:i77' $ 314.93 $ 503.07 $ 880.51 38.66 
Custer Count_l 
C - 1 Westcliffe 190.6 33.80 80.00 100.00 1, 104.48 30.26 
Delta Count,l 
50J Delta 3,582.9 8.17 · 325.61 560.55 841.48 49.14 
Denver Count,l 




-;J Re- lJ Dove Creek 438·~3 12.24 242.63 407.91 1,023.97 52.60 
-Douglas County 
Re- lJ Castle Rock 3,712.2 9.95 296.66 499.56 997 .11 58.52 
Eagle County 
Re-50J Eagle 1,657.5 25.88 131.11 115.51 1,223.06 39.93 
Elbert Count,l 
C - 1 Elizabeth 563.9 7.02 366.72 622.36 777.96 53.80 
C - 2 Kiowa 121.6 27.56 135.61 100.00 1,218.88 40.75 
lOOJ Simla 310.0 17.54 208.00 309.20 1,107.49 42.93 
200 Elbert 186.4 9.07 326. 71 545.45 1,119.19 51.81 
300 Agate 59.3 64.54 80.00 100.00 2,305.38 - 27.58 
, 
I 
1974 1974 Est. l, 1174 1974 tst. Current Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund &el- Fund 
ADA£ Raised by Support Per 20 Mills/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADA£ at $518 15 Mill s/$12 ADA£ (1972} (1972} 
El Paso Co_u11J1 
RJ- 1 talhan 297.0 $ 9.96 $ 301.93 $ 504.65 $ 141.88 52.90 
2 Harrison 7,557.9 5.74 402.60 681.28 759.44 48.32 
3 Security 8,148.8 3.94 437.03 748.11 720.61 54.80 
8 Fountain 3,297.7 2.27 170.79 811.93 883.04 40.01 
11 Colorado Spgs. -.~2.0 10.60 296.20 487AO 975.73 51.13 
12 Cheyenne Mtn. 2,042.3 17.79 194.55 290.71 1,179.09 56.06 
14 Manitou Spgs. 1,101.5 12.16 268.28 433.80 1,053.22 48.00 
20 Academy 4,452.7 5.46 413.85 697.57 880.97 38.10 
22 Ellicott 425.4 5.57 391.82 673.56 865.30 56.96 
23J Peyton 280.8 5.04 382.94 674.22 1,037.86 86.37 
28 Hanover 75.4 48.64 80.08 100.00 Z,013.65 24.14 
38 Monument 1,101;8 11.98 277 .51 443.87 922.58 47.01 
I 49 Falcon 446.2 7.58 364.11 609.67 989.66 53.00 
0'- 54J Edison 28.4 52.95 80.00 100.00 1,937.84 38.54 CD 
I 60J Miami-Yoder 124.2 22.68 170.37 198.77 1,387.23 40.58 
Fremont Count,,l 
Re- 1 Canon Ci~y 3,294.7 7.79 334.44 577.84 797.21 51.83 
Re- 2J Florence 1,715.7 6.86 367.70 626.22 705.87 40.10 
Re- 3 Cotopaxi 138.0 24.53 80.00 100.00 1,335.72 53.94 
Garfield Count1 
Re- lJ Glenwood Spgs. 3,025.0 11.89 181.19 434.73 795.3'.) 33.70 
Re- 2 Rifle 1,225.2 12.31 .198288 395.95 1,109.61 64.00 
16 Grand Valley 125.7 18.91 188.00 177.08 1,462.27 58.26 
Gilpin County 
Re- 1 Central City 100.J 44.87 ;80.00 100.00 2,592.98 55.34 
I 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. Rev./ ADAE;-: Est. State State Support Gen. f•d Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mills/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mi11~12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Grand County 
lJ Kream11ng 422.5 $ 21.10 $ 134.59 $ 106.59 $1,128.96 39.97 
2 Granby 993.3 17 .14 202.10 311.30 1,083.65 44.01 
Gunnison County 
Re- lJ Gunnison 1,345.9 13.28 219. 91 382.97 988.78 48.06 
Hinsdale County 
Re- 1 Lake City 15.1 158.40 80.00 100.00 2,858.31 16.36 
ltlerfano County 
I Walsenburg 1,IZ3.I 10.00 310.58 0\ Re- 1 512.58 774.56 42.50 
'PRe- 2 La Veta 246.7 12.55 278.30 442.65 1,016.14 40.84 
Jackson County 
R - 1 Walden 604.5 20.63 175.95 245.35 1,201.47 32.90 
'Jefferson County 
R - 1 Jefferson 73,252.0 8.55 325.96 554.06 916.67 65.90 
Kiowa County 
l 
Re- 1 Eads 353.5 27.02 180.72 142.32 1,318.56 35.95 
Re- 2 Sheridan Lake 147.7 52.90 80.00 100.00 1,988.81 26.12 
Kit Carson Counti 
R - 1 Flagler 206.2 16.89 204.95 319.15 1,123.49 45.56 
R - 2 Seibert 129.1 19.01 176.03 277.13 1,426.39 39.44 
R - 3 Vona 61.6 33.67 80.00 100.00 1,612.50 39.98 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mil ls/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mil ls/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Kit Carson County 
R - 4 Stratton 309.5 $ 13.90 $ 239. 70 $ 400.00 $ 926.19 48.00 
R - 5 Bethune 103.3 23.42 165.40 179.00 1,267.15 43.98 
Re- 6J Burlington 986.0 13.41 244.46 406.23 851.19 39.50 
Lake County 
R - 1 Leadville 2,169.4 24.86 172.09 176.89 998.70 31.01 
La Plata County 
9-R Durango 3,713.1 9.98 312.34 514.70 843.37 45.58 
10-Jt-R Bayfield 386.0 12.67 250.80 414.79 761.42 33.00 
I 11 Jt. Ignacio 944.3 6.12 387.96 659.80 914.36 22.00 
-..I 
0 Larimer Count1 I 
R - 1 Fort Coll ins 12,398.9 11.17 270.12 451.06 1,050.92 63.26 
R - 2J Loveland 7,868.0 8.96 332.06 552.78 833.37 48.68 
R - 3J Estes Park 966.3 24.86 144.79 149.59 1,124.36 38.10 
las Animas Countt 
1 Trinidad 2,040.8 6.63 375.89 638.55 811.52 57.80 
2 Primera Reorg. 235.3 24.38 158.50 172.90 1,069.54 29.50 
3 Hoehne Reorg. 339.4 15.67 226.75 365.41 887 .19 31.46 
6 Agu i la r Reorg. 241.3 11.50 291.00 466.00 965.21 33.50 
82 Branson Reorg. 59.4 37:76 80.00 100.00 1,&02.81 37.75 
88 Kim Reorg. 121. 7 35.99 80.00 ' 100.00 2,038.81 37.26 
Lincoln County 
Re- 1 Hugo 224.0 24.56 ; 151 ,04 161.84 1,f.72.22 36.08 
Re- 4J Limon 633.8 10.97 295.47 480.01 ,36.27 32.50 
Re-13 Genoa 97.2 23.09 135.12 155.32 1,476.6~ 46.74 
Re-23 Karval 94.8 34.25 80.00 100.00 1 ,~/1.62 27.81 
Re-31 Arriba 107.2 29.42 115.39 100.00 1,bJl.95 ll.09 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mills/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mills/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Logan County 
Re- 1 SterHng 3.829.5 $ 12 .93 ' $ 255.95 $ 4H.16 $ 987.65 61.85 
Re- 3 Flemfog 305.5 15.72 231.11 369.51 946.78 35.21 
Re- 4 Merino 304,1 18.16 192.05 310.85 1.022.85 38.86 
Re- 5 Peetz 158.4 39.42 80.00 100.00 1 .772.00 30.57 
Mesa County 
49 Jt. DeBeque 122.8 28.50 120.28 100.00 1.814.20 35.26 
50 Collbran 283.1 18.71 181.48 289.28 956.98 30.59 
51 Grand Junction 12.184.8 8.96 317.39 538.11 854.56 57.68 
Mineral County 
I 
...J 1 Creede Cons, JZl.1 30.13 80.00 100.00 1,185.63 40.97 .... 
I 
Moffat County 
Re:No.1 Craig 1,674.1 14.44 194.87 353.55 975.16 40.31 
Montezuma County 
Re- 1 Cortez 2,754.7 6.99 353.79 609.97 887.01 47.83 
Re- 4A Dolores 528.3 7.67 336.50 580.44 886.55 45.90 
Re- 6 Mancos 417.5 7 .10 362.06 616.26 934.04 36.00 
Montrose County 
Re- . lJ Montrose 3,945.1 7.00 356.22 612.22 837 .92 55.20 
Re 2 Naturita 799.7 9.51 292.40 503.22 919.20 48.89 
Morgan County 
Re- 2J Brush 1,539.3 10.03 308.51 509.97 896.66 45:13 
Re- 3 Fort Morgan 3,129.0 10. 71 287.67 476.89 962.02 56.25 
Re- 20J Weldona 194.3 16.32 180.51 308.11 1,337.32 55.61 
Re- S0J Wiggins 521.3 17. 75 220.37 317 .37 1,312.02 43.34 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State'°:_ State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 M111s/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mill Levy ADAE at $518 15 M111s/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Otero County 
R - 1 La Junta 2,714.8 $ 6.09 $ 386.37 $ 658.75 $ 844.40 60.68 
R - 2 Rocky Ford 't,776.2 8.78 339.63 563.59 781.95 40.76 
3 Jt. Manzanola - 3'3.8 7.00 372.56 628.56 700.14 54.40 
R - 4J Fowler 652.8 9.95 309.13 512.03 930.76 50.50 
31 Cheraw 241.4 8.92 327.21 548.65 822.89 51.40 
33 Swink 283.8 11.09 288.76 471.14 976.18 49.94 
Ouray County 
R - 1 Ouray 203.7 16.49 218.91 341.11 1,083.35 38.00 
R - 2 Ridgway 117.9 20.22 189.25 266.85 1,094.45 42.37 
, Park County 
...J 
Pl,) 
1 Bailey 440.6 I 12.48 240.01 404.57 1,018.44 52.00 
Re- 2 Fairplay 296.3 38.81 80.00 100.00 1,894.94 38.63 
Phillips County 
Re- lJ Holyoke 603.1 22.90 173.30 197.30 1,087.52 37.66 
Re- 2J Haxtun 356.6 22.67 170.70 199.30 1,342.98 43.69 
Pitkin County 
R - 1 Aspen 1,250.6 44.47 80.00 100.00 1,2'i5.81 25.08 
Prowers County 
Re- 1 Granada 396.9 12.61 233.27 397.44 f 18.55 44.00 
Re- 2 Lamar 2,186.6 9.72 317.43 524.47 7j2.63 44.80 
Re- 3 Holly 543.8 12.20 271.34 436.74 ~ ?5.6,:. - 43.80 
Re-13J Wiley 269.1 14.43 228.10 386.81 990.00 47.80 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mills/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mil 1 Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mills/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
Pueblo County 
60 Pueblo City 24,530.4 $ 8.14 $ 349.79 $ 585.27 $ 807.87 47.943 70 Pueblo Rural 4,814.7 8.56 340.53 568.45 813.11 50.100 
Rio Blanco County 
Re- t Meeker 655.1 27.27 141.68 100.00 1,273.32 36.36 Re- 4 Rangely 580.0 64.20 80.00 100.00 1,499.07 18. 11 
Rio Grande County 
7 Del Norte 805.8 9.92 310.95 514.39 820.53 46.405 8 Monte Vista 1 ,603. 1 7.50 346.83 593.83 746.22 47.400 
I Re-33J Sargent 423.7 17.53 220.80 322.20 1,084.42 42.910 ..J 
w 
• Routt County 
Re- 1 Hayden 396.6 24.83 142.36 147.76 1,283.01 30.66 
Re- 2 Steamboat Spgs. 1,154.3 21.41 173.03 226.83 1,096.36 49.30 Re- 3J Oak Creek 371.5 16.82 208.78 324.38 1,172.85 48.88 
Sa~ache Countt 
Re- 1 Saguache 285.9 12. 71 266.95 430.82 1,069.89 46.33 2 Moffat 82.6 49.22 95.63 100.00 1,434.64 36.05 26J Center 736.0 10.30 304.86 501.46 849.91 46.08 
San Juan Countt 
1 Silverton 166.7 23.61 202.01 211.81 1,542.02 47 .71 
San M;guel County 
R - 1 Telluride 212.3 20.79 155.80 222.00 1,213.80 34.97 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current Current 
Est. Rev./AOAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mtl ls/$36 Bgt. Per Levy 
1 Mtl 1 Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mtlls/$12 ADAE (1972) (1972) 
San Miguel County 
Re- 2J Norwood 291.0 $ 11.10 $ 216.50 $ 128i70 $ 1,125.43 47.25 
18 Egner :35.2 65.34 18.80 l00.90 1,137.31 39.17 
Sed9!!1ck County 
Re- 1 Julesl}urg 424.8 16.76 199.78 316.58 1,189.08 51.41 
Re- 3 Ovid 352 .1 20.27 181.09 257.69 1,154.45 37.78 
Sunnit County 
Re- 1 Frisco 1,121.1 27.89 128.80 100.00 1,190.40 33.28 
.!, Teller County 
~ 
I Re- 1 - Cripple Creek 273.3 19.01 175.80 277.60 1,447.50 52.13 
Re- 2 Woodland Park 1,205.0 9.30 314.26 528.86 785.41 52.95 
Washington County 
R - 1 Akron 525.4 21. 12 186.49 246.09 1,107.44 36.50 
R - 2 Anton 186.8 42.78 80.00 100.00 1,5~3. 55 28.62 
R - 3 Otts 226.6 21.16 173.60 232.40 1,298.04 45.02 
101 Lone Star 38.3 76.43 80.00 100.00 2,375.42 34.02 
R-104 Woodrow 168.9 57.78 80.00 100.00 2,071.92 20.00 
·Weld County 
Re- 1 Gilcrest 1,620.9 24.60 177 .10 187: 10 i. il.6: 34.21 
Re- 2 Eaton 1,162.9 18.12 187.98 307.58 !ll.17 34.62 
Re- 3J Keenesburg 1,491.8 10.33 312.26 508.32 : i2. 41'.. 39.36 Re- 4 Windsor 1,004.5 47 .18 80.00 100.00 1, 39. 50 45.57 Re- SJ Johnstown 1,031.8 10.23 305.32 503.18 ~ )7 :: ~~ 53.89 
6 Greeley 9,834.4 9.25 316.01 531.51 ! i0. i::i 62.24 Re- 7 Kersey 981.5 9.31 326.56 540.98 ~ i5.~J~ 51.10 
1974 1974 Est. 1974 1974 Est. Current 
Est. Rev./ADAE Est. State State Support Gen. Fund 
ADAE Raised by Support Per 20 Mtl ls/$56 Bgt. Per 
Weld Countl_ 1 Mtll Levy ADAE at $518 15 Mills/$12 ADAE (1972) 
Re- 8 Fort Lupton 1,486.5 $- 7.34 $ 362.95 $ 612.83 $ 700.85 
Re- 9 Ault 916. 1 13.50 219.87 381.37 1,067.42 
Re-lOJ Brtggsdale 77 .1 26.12 : 80.00 180.00 1,726.52 
Re-11 New Raymer 131.9 31.92 80.00 100.00 1i624.33 
Re-12 Grover 131.5 28.78 80.00 100.00 1,614.09 
Yuma Countt 
R-J-1 Yuma 1,026.2 17.43 197.77 301.17 1,194.15 




1 1974 Calendar Year, State Share 160,075,000 261,049,455 
1973-74 Approprtatton Requtre.ent 
_15i ;i~ ;888 21ft:~;~~ Less: State Land, Federal Lease, etc. 
151,199,668 202,562,227 
Prepared for COED by the Colorado Association of School Boards. 
Based on projections of assessed valuation, ADAE, and specific ownership taxes provided by the 













LEGISLATIVE CDUNCIL MEM::>RANilJM NO. 11 
August 25, 1972 
TO: Committee on State and Local Finance 
FEOM: Legislative Council Staff 
SUBJECT: General Fund Revenue, 1966-1972, With Projections 
to 1975 
The purpose of this memorandum is to examine the trend 
of general fund revenues from 1966 to date and to present 
projections (not forecasts) to 1975 according to two bases of 
projection. Percentage changes in revenue from the preced-
ing year were detemined for each year since 1966 for each of 
the main sources of revenue feeding in whole or in part into 
the general fund. This was done after making allowance, so 
far as seemed to be feasible, for lack of comparability of 
the data. 
The two bases of projection employed, for each main 
revenue source, are the average percentage increase of the 
past three years and the average percentage increase of the 
past six years. The totals of these projections for 1973, 
1974, and 1975 were reduced by estimated amounts for old age 
pension payments and food sales tax credits to obtain pro-
jected general fund revenues. (See Tables land 2 for data 
on actual revenues for 1966 through 1972 and the projections 
to 1975). 
As shown in Table 2, the projected general fund reve-
nues for 1975 according to the indicated .bases of projection 
are: Average percentage increase of the past three years, 
$7O1,416,.l]OO; average percentage increase of the past six 
years, $675,686,600. The general fund revenue trend since 
1966 and the projections to 1975 are portrayed in Chart 1. 
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CHART I 
GENERAL FUND REVENUE, 1966 THROUGH 1972, WITH 
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45 1054 1 1 
675,686.6 
a/ Insurance tax, pari-mutuel racing tax, institutional earnings, court receipts, and miscellaneous. 
§;'. Actual receipts ($35,842,300) minus a non-recurring recovery of state-wide overhead costs (il,300,000) from the Department of Social Services. 
y This adjustment comprises the lo'!Iowing: the effect of the federal income tax surcharge, acceleration of individual income tu withholding, the 
withholding deadline change, and the non-recurring recovery item described in footnote Bf. 
sV By the Division of Accounts and Control of the Department of Administration. 
' a, G 
I 
Table 2 
REVS«JE PROJECTIONS: SOORCES FEEDING IN WHOLE OR IN PART INTO THE GENERAL f'.11D 
(All Dollar Amounts ln Thousands) 
Percent 
Increase Projections According to 
from Average PercentaGe Increases 
1971-72 Preceding of the Past 3 He Years Revenue Source Base Year 1912-73 197 - 1974-15 
Sales Tax Group S232,823.~ 13.31 S263,812.3 S298,92~.7 S338,712.7 
Individual Income Tax 172,862.9 17.13 202,474.3 237 ,1~8 .1 277,783.3 
Corporate, Fiduciary, and 
oil and Gas Income Taxes 37,379.6 ~.78 39,~0.l 41,82~.~ 44,243.0 
Inheritance & Gift Taxes 14,~16.0 13.~ 16,487.3 18,726.3 21,269.3 
llitcellaneous (Except In• 
terest on Investments) 34,~2.3 9.94 37,97~.8 41, 7~0.6 4~,900.6 
Interest on Investments 8.807.2 ---· 8.807.2 a1ao1.2 0 1001.2 
TOTAL 500,931.~ ~9,097.0 647,193.4 736,716.1 
Less: Old Age Pension 
Payments and Food Sa1e1 
Tax Credit•• 34.500.0 34.900.0 3~.300.0 
GENERAL FUND REVENUE ~34.~97.0 612,293.4 701,416.1 
• No estimate aade of increase or decrease from 1971-72 in interest on invest~~nt~ . 
.,.Plus a small adjustment for purposes of comparability. 
Percent 
Increase Projections According to 
from Average Percentage Increases 
Preceding ol the Past iJ,,1 Years 
1912-13 l§1J-14 i'J'7i-'15 Year 
10.94 2~,294.4 286,~~l.8 317,900.6 
16.07 200,642.0 232,88~.2 270,309.9 
7.64 40,23~.4 43,309.4 46,618.2 
l~.38 16,748.6 19,324.~ 22,296.6 
9.26 37,740.9 41,23~.7 4~,0~.l 
---· 0 1001,2 8.807.2 8.807.2 
~2,468.~ 632,113.8 710,986.6 
34,500.0 34.900.0 3~.300.0 
~27,968.~ ~97,213.8 67~,686.6 
EFFECT uN TAX SASE 
(Change in cap. rate for agric•.iltural lands and in valu,1.lion for 
assessment of oil and gas ldnds and leaseholds)l . 
1971 Valuation -Total 1971 Valuation :~~d 1971 Valuation 
1971 Valuation for As-.ess:?1er:t 1971 Valua- 1971 Valu- fo= Assessment 1971 Vc1l•iation For Assessment 
Total 1971 for Assessment of Agric.:.;ltu:-al tion with ation for of Oil and Gas for A':isessr:-,ent Total w/Increase In 
Valuation of Agricultural Lands w/:i:r,creaie Increase in hSsess:::ent Lands with hd- of Oil and Gas Red!Jction :..gr. Cap. Rate 
For Lands Subject in Cap. Rate Agricultural of Oil ar:d jus,;:i:er:ts fro::i Lar:ds with in Assessed and w/Oil e. Gas 
County Assess!r.en!;; to Cae. Rate From 9% t:> 12~ Cao. Cl.at"? Gas La~ds 87 1 5~ to 3J% Adjust::-ent Valuation Lands Ad1uo;tmt 1 {I) l2) ( 3} (4) l SJ (6} ( 7) (al (9 -.. 
Adams s 327,745,630 $ 9,91S0,740 7,470,555 325,255,'145 $2,845,700 s 975,659 325,875 ,599· 4,350,216 323,385,414 
Alamosa 21,Cil0,540 3,014,7d0 2,251,085 20,255,845 21,010,540 753,595 20,256,845 
Arapahoe 304,252,850 4,259,840 3,194,830 383,!37,d90 1,684,090 577,402 383,146,162 2, 171,1)48 382,091,202 
Archuleta 8,633,810 1,658,321) 1,243,740 8,219,230 115,710 39,672 8,557,772 4Q0,6!.8 8,143,192 
Baca 23,957,820 8,292,620 6,219,41)5 21,884,665 688,890 236,191 23,505,121 2,525,b:>4 21,431,966 
Bent 16,253,900 5,524,270 4,143,203 14,372,333 16,253,900 l,38l,C67 14,872,833 
Boulder 332,978,430 9,641,960 7,231,470 330,567,940 332,978,430 2,410,4~ 330,567,940 
Chaffe• 21,658,400 1,103,910 827,933 21,382,423 21,658,400 275,977 21,332,423 
Cheyenn• 16,746,180 5,636,150 4,227,113 15,337,143 1,603,500 549,TT2 15,692,452 2,462,765 14,263,415 
Clear CrHlt 31,803,910 90,510 67,958 31,781,253 31,803,910 22,652 31,781,258 
Conejos 11,806,310 3,893,060 2,919,795 10,833,045 11,805,ZlO 973,265 10,833,045. 
Costilla 8,401,2~ 2,477,360 1,858,020 7,781,900 8,401,240 619,340 7 ,731,9CO 
I Crowley 8,329,530 3,614,700 2,711,025 7,425,955 8,329,530 903,675 7,425,655 (X) Custer 5,527,490 1,602,160 l,'.?01,6"0 5,126,950 5,527,490 400,540 5,125,9">0 ..... 
I Delta 24,459,860 3,749,580 2,812,135 23,522,465 24,459,860 937,395 23,5:U,465 
Cenver 1,444,700,000 1,444,700,000 1,444,701),000 1,444,700,000 
Dolores 5,233,430 2,082,590 1,561,942 4,712,782 14,540 4,985 5,223,875 530,203 4,703,227 
Douylas 27,569,450 3,334,980 2,501,235 26,735,705 27,569,450 833,745 26,735,705 
Eag e 33,505,200 1,981,730 1,486,297 33,009,767 33,505,200 495,433 33,009,767 
Elbert 18,244,480 7,173,560 5,380,170 16,451,090 48,820 16,738 18,212,398 1,825,472 16,419,008 
El Paso 454,293,370 4,405,560 3,304,170 453,191,980 454,293,370 1,101,390 453,191,980 
ff'~!!l~Ot 36,920,960 . 1,930,420 1,447,815 36,438,355 42,710 14,643 36,892,893 ~10,672 36,410,259 
Garfield 43 ,8~1, 9-JO 4,1~2,920 3,114,690 42,819,670 93,740 32, l39 43,796,299 1,099,Rll 42,i~i3,C69 
Gllpln 4,526,970 159,340 - 119,505 4,487,135 4,526,970 39,635 4,0:.,H ,135 
Grand 20,473,410 1,833,340 1,375,005 20,015,075 20,473,410 458,335 20,015,075 
Gunr1i1on 1e,~co,100 2,4~,,:l'30 l,!341,,3~ 11,ae,;;2~5 .... 18,500,100 513.345 17,88!J,i5~ 
Hinsdale 2,339,410 141,370 105,028 2,354,069 .. .. 2,:li;9,410 3~,342 2,354,C~S 
Huerfano 12,747,150 2,382,090 1,736,568 12,151,628 --- 12,747,150 595,522 12,151,628 Jackson 9,Bt:31,560 2,305,680 1,729,260 9,305,140 377,830 129,542 9,633,272 e24,7C'S 9,056,852 
Jefferson 521,447,030 2,480,960 1,860,720 520,826,790 521,447,C:?O 620,2.;() 520,826,790 
Kiowa 16,193,840 5,605,220 _4,203,915 14,792,535 3,315,530 1,136,753 14,015,063 3,580,082 12,613,758 
Kit Carson 27,369,810 11,579,260 8,684,445 24,474,995 27,369,810 2.a~.s1s 24,474,995 
Laite 53,779,910 113,170 84,878 53,751,618 53,779,910 28,292 53,751,618 
L• Plata 44,257,440 3,409,690 2,557,268 43,405,018 3,553,570 1,218,367 41,922,237 3,187,625 41,069,315 
Larimer 193,731.980 10,688,440 8,016,330 191,059,870 546,500 187,371 193,372,851 3,03.L,239 190,700,N.L 
APPENDIX E 
LEGISLATIVE <DUNCIL MEM)RANOOM 00. 12 
1971 Valuation Total 1971 Valuation 7otal 1971 Valuation 
1971 Valuation for Assessment 1971 Valua- 1971 Valu• for Assessment 1971 Valuation For Assessment 
Total 1971 for Assessment of Agricultural tion with ation for of 011 and Gas for Assessment Total w/Increase In 
Valuation of Agricultural Lands w/Increase Increase in Assessment Lands with Ad• of Oil and Gas Reduction Agr. Cap. Rate 
For Lands Subject in Cap. Rate Agricultural of 011 and just::::er.ts from Lands with in Assessed and w/O il a. Gas 
County Assessment to Ca~. Rate From 9% to l~ Cao. Hate Gas Lands 87 15~ to 3~ AdJust~ent Valua~ion Lands Adfustmt 1 
Iii 2) ( 3} {4) (51 t 61 l 7J ta) (9 
Las Animas s 30,101,780 S 9,171,320 6,878,490 27,808,950 s -- s -- 30,101,780 2,292,830 27,808,950 Lincoln 19,983,260 7,597,040 5,697,780 18,094,000 -- -- 19,983,260 1,899,250 18,084,0CO 
Logan 64,315,220 15,153,200 11,364,900 60,526,920 5,685,020 1,949,150 60,579,350 7,524,170 56,791,050 
Mesa 110,397,950 8,353,920 6,265,440 108,309,470 498,aao 171,045 ll0,070,ll5 2,416,315 107,981,635 
Mineral 3,396,680 196,540 147,405 3,347,545 -- -- 3,395,680 49,135 3,347,545 
Moffat 24,32~. 740 4~,573,~ 3,430,155 23,182,355 ~.756,350 l,973,606._ 20,542,996 4,926,129 19,399,611 
Montezuma 26,160,800 4~,117 ,370 3,088,028 25,131,458 745,130 255,473 25,671,143 1,518,999 24,641,801 
A'.ontro•• 35,293,240 4~,913,880 3,685,410 34,064,770 -- -- 35,293,240 1,22a,,no 34,064,770 Morgan 55,646,260 lll,872,830 8,904,623 52,678,053 2,579,330 884,342 SZ,951,272 4,663,195 50,983,065 
Otero 42,2~9,100 i,,010,970 4,508,228 40,756,358 -- -- 42,259,100 1,502,7~2 40,756,358 
Ouray ~,785,680 968,220 726,165 5,543,625 -- -- 5,785,680 242,055 5,543,625 Parle 12.078,070 JL,902,180 l,426 1 635 11.602.525 -- -- 12,078,070 475,545 11,602,525 Phillips 19,545,410 10,655,610 7,991,707 16,881,507 .... -- 19,545,410 2,663,903 16,881,507 Pitkin ~,825,060 616,890 462,667 52,670,837 93,270 31,978 52,763,768 215,515 52,609,545 
Prowers 33,347,090 H,761,150 6,570,862 31,156,802 -- -- 33,347,090 2,190,288 31,156,802 
Pueblo 218,070,970 !5, 754,730 4,316,047 216,632,287 -- -- 218,070,970 1,438,683 216,632,287 Rio Blanco 54,438,180 :2,180,240 1,635,180 53,893,120 38,579,580 13,227,285 29,085,885 25,897,355 28,540,825 
~ Rio Grande 27,011,860 !S, 771,450 4,328,587 25,~68,997 -- -- 27,011,860 1,442,863 25,568,997 Routt 30,533,350 !S, 727,320 4,295,490 29,101,520 209,120 71,698 30,395,928 1,569,252 28,964,098 
~ Sa~uache 12,104,780 4$~961~870 3,721,402 10,864,312 -- -- 12,104,780 1,240,468 10,864,312 
San Juan 4,148,610 -- -- 4,148,610 -- -- 4,148,610 -- 4,148,610 San Miguel 8,552,010 1,992,030 1,494,022 8,054,002 311,600 106,834 8,347,244 702,774 7,849,236 
Sedgwick ~.657,430 7,033,160 5,274,870 13.899.140 31,230 10. 707 15,636,907 1,778,813 13,878,617 
Summit 18,973,500 268,410 201,307 18,906,397 -- -- 18,973,500 67,103 18,906,397 Tell•:r 10,363,960 310,870 233,152 10,286,242 -- -- 10,363,960 77,718 10,286,242 
Washington 39,028,400 15,789,600 11,842,200 35,081,000 9,~72,790 3,282,099 32,737,709 10,238,091 28,790,309 
W.ald 222,814,520 42,296,720 31,722,540 212,240,340 2,910,380 997,845 220,901,985 12,486,715 210,327,805 
Y.a 33,908,300 ~.687,540 ll,765,655 29,986,415 -- -- 33,908,300 3,921,885 29,986,415-
toTALS ~.464,2'6,510 335,374,360 251,"°,710 5,380,412,920 81,903,810 28,081,306 5,410,434,006 137,666,094 !>,326,!190.416 
V Sou.re• for 1971 valuations wu tu !J1 :MDYl1 Rteo:rt .2! the Division 2! P;;ope;ty Tucation, lm• 
' .-. RAYMONDE. CARPER Property Tax Admlnlatrator ANTHONY G. FERRARO Director of Appral11l1 
STATE OF COLORADO 
JOHN A. LOVE. OOVEIINOR 
OFFICE OF DIVISION OF PROPERTY TAXATION 
DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL AFFAIRS 
STATE CAPITOL ANNEX DENVER, COLORADO 80203 
1303) 892-2371 
November 9. 1972 
Lyle C. Kyle. Director 
Legislative Council 
State Capitol Building 
Denver. Colorado 80203 
Dear Ly~e: 
In a recent visit to this office you suggested that 
I outline for use of the Fiscal Affairs Committee legisla-
tion which would enable this office to do a more satisfactory 
job. 
The attached paper. "Property Assessment 
Legislation." is a response to that request. 
REC ak 
enc. 
Very truly yours. 
DIVISION OF PROPERTY TAXATION 
/~,_,,,.y-,C/~r~ 
Raym()6d E. Carper 
Property Tax Administrator 
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"PROPERTY ASSESSMENT LEGISLATION" 
Recent court decisions in other states concerning use of the property tax 
to finance public education, and the recently proposed constitutional amendments 
which embodied tax limitations makes it more and more important to enact 
legislation which will insure more uniformity of assessment. v'?Lcr d1c;:,) i2 
property tax evasions as well as avoidance, the burden of government becomes 
greater on the remaining taxpayers. 
In a similar letter dated June 25, 1968, among other things, I stated "In 
1959 the United States Congress created the Advisory Commission on Intergovernment 
Relations. This Commission investigated the tax laws and the administration of 
.tax laws in each of the 50 states and found in a report published in June 1963 
that the states are facing an embarrassing dilemma. 'They can ill afford any 
weaknesses in the tax that supplies nearly half of all state - local tax revenue, but 
they are reluctant to take the necessary steps to make the tax as strong as it 
should be.'" ACIR states that "any widely decentralized operation needs central 
supervision and coordination to produce a uniformly standard product;" that "The 
central supervising agency's four basic functions are: 1) central assessment, 
2) supervision, 3) equalization, 4) research. 11 
The Division of Property Taxation at the present time makes a central 
assessment of all public utilities. It is constantly engaged in research. It is 
constantly updating appraisal manuals, and mapping and office procedures for use 
by county assessors. It conducts an annual school for assessors at the University 
of Colorado, and in addition it conducts area schools in the use of the updated ap-
praisal manuals and in the interpretation and application of property tax laws. 
However, the Property Tax Administrator has no power of supervision, and, thus, 
is severely handicapped in any attempt to achieve equalization. 
Prior to 1964, 1963 C.R.S. 137-5-12 (Vol. 6) read as follows: "It shall 
be the duty of the (Tax) Commission, and it shall have and exercise the power 
and authority: (1) to have general supervision over the administration of and to 
enforce all laws for the assessment and levying of taxes, and to this end shall 
exercise supervision over county assessors, boards of county commissioners, 
. county boards of equalization, and all other officers and boards of assessment and 
1 levy, to the end that all assessment of property, real, personal and mixed be 
made relatively just and uniform - - -. " 
In 1959, the then Tax Commission was severely criticized by the Legislature 
for its failure to exercise its power and authority. In the years 1961, 196 2 and 
1963 the Commission increased its staff, began to enforce the property tax laws of 
Colorado, and then strange things happened. 
In 1964 the LegiBlature enacted House Bill 1005 (Chapter 94, 1964 S. L. ). 
This legislation was the implementation of two constitutional amendments, one in 
1956 and the other 1962. In general it was a worthwhile piece of legislation in 
that it recodified the property tax laws of Colorado, and with certain noted 
exceptions provided for fractional assessments. However, it also transferred 
authority. 137-9-6 of this Act states, "The (State) Board shall have supervision 
of the administration of all laws concerning the valuation and assessment of tax-
able property and the levying of property taxes. 11 137-3.;.9 was also enacted to 
read: "It shall be the duty of the (Tax) Commission, and it shall exercise authority: 
(2) to assist and cooperate in the administration of all laws concerning the valuing 
of taxable property, the asses~1ment of same, and the levying of property taxes. 11 
By this enactment, the Legislature clipped the wings of the then Tax Commission 
and road-blocked its efforts to achieve statewide uniformity. 
In 1970 when the Legislatu:re created the Division of Property Taxation, 
the head of which shall be the Property Tax Administrator, it did not change 
137-9-6 and 137-3-9 (2). Thus, the Legislature has created the position of 
Property Tax Administrator without any powers of administration. 
It is my feeling that the wording of 137-5-12, before enactment of the 1964 
Act should be reinstated and that 137-9-6 be repealed. 
Lest there be any fears that the authority be abused and a dictatorship be 
created, in 1970 the Legislature also c1".'eated the Board of Assessment Appeals. 
137-3-21 provides, "(1) (a) The Board of Assessment Appeals shall perform the 
following duties - - -. (c) (1) Hear appeals from orders and decisions of the 
Property Tax Administrator filed not later than 30 days after the entry of any such 
order or decision. " 
After making certain exceptions which involve the assessment of producing 
mines; the valuation of oil and gas leaseholds and lands; the valuation of public 
utilities; the valuation of stocks of merchandise; and the valuation of agricultural 
lands, 137-1-2 (5) provides that the actual value of all other taxable property shall 
be determined by consideration of six factors insofar as the same shall be applicable 
to any property. These six factors are: 1) location and desirability, 2) functional 
use, 3) current replacement cost, new, less depreciation, 4) comparison with other 
properties of known or recognized value, 5) market value in the ordinary course 
of trade, 6) earning or productive capacity. 
It is a well recognized fact that there are three main approaches to value, 
or three main value indicators. These three value indicators are: (a) current 
replacement cost, new, less depreciation, (b) comparison with other property of 
known or recognized value, and (c) earning or productive capacity. Location and 
desirability and functional use are reflected in the market value of property or in 
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the income it will produce or in both. The factors of comparison with other 
property of known or recognized value and market value in the ordinary course of 
trade to some extent duplicate each other. It should also be noted that Nebraska, 
from whence these six factors were copied, taxes intangibles, and the faC'tor of 
market value in the ordinary course of trade was intended to apply to the valuation 
of intangibles. 
In my opinion 137-1-2 (5) should be amended to rcaLi: A:1.1 OLhc:.:. L ec..: and 
personal property shall be appraised and the actual v~uue thereof for property tax 
purposes determined by the assessor of the county wherein such property shall be 
located. The actual value of such property, other than agricultural lands exclusive 
of improvements thereon shall be that value determ1ned by consideration of the 
following factors, insofar as the same shall be applicable to any property: a) cur-
rent replacement cost, new, less depreciation, b) comparison with other property 
of known or recognized value, c) earning or prodi.ictive capacity. The actual value 
of agricultural lands exclusive of improvements ·thereon shall be determined by 
consideration of the earning or productive capar;ity of such lands during a reasonable 
period of time, capitalized at commonly accepted rates." 
If the Legislature wished to be entirely, realistic, it would also delete from 
137-1-2 (5) the following provisions: "Other than agricultural lands exclusive of 
improvements thereon shall be determined by consideration of the earning or pro-
ductive capacity of such lands during a reasonable period of time, capitalized at 
commonly accepted rates. " 
I realize full well that a large part ,of the economy of Colorado is based on 
farming and ranching, and that at its best, both farming and ranching are a gamble. 
Therefore, I would not oppose but would favor a lesser percentage of assessment 
in this case. The Legislature has already set a precedent by providing that free-
port inventories and merchandise inventories be assessed at 5% rather than at 
30% of the average investment. Allowing the assessor to use the complete appraisal 
process of cost, market, and income in the appraisal of agricultural lands, and an 
assessment of 5% or 10% of the actual value so determined would result in more 
uniformity and equality of assessment in this class of land. 
In 1969 the State Board of Equalization adopted a formula to be used by all 
county assessors in the assessment of agricultural lands. In February of 1972 
this office began an audit to determine whether or not the counties had used or were 
using this formula. By September of 1972 the audit was completed in 3 5 counties. 
The results of the audit indicated that four counties had completed an agricultural 
land reappraisal using the formula; four counties did not apply the formula but the 
valuations on agricultural land were reasonably correct;· eight counties had partially 
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completed the reappraisal for 1972 and have hopes of finishing the work in 1973; 
one county is uAing the valuation ordered by the State Board of Equalization in 
1068; two countfoA, Denver, nnd San ,Juan, do not have sufficient agricultural land 
to warrant an audit; and the remaining 13 counties did not use the agricultural land 
formula and had made no effort to do so. Because of time and staff limitations, 
the Property Tax Administrator filed a petition with the Board of Assessment 
Appeals against four of this latter group asking for reappraisal. In two of the four 
cases, the Board of Assessment Appeals did not agree that a reappraisal was 
needed. Also, at the present time there is general disagreement among the counties 
as to which of the components of the agricultural land formula are mandatory and 
which are discretionary. This, of course, again results back to the element of 
supervision. 
It is very probable that the same ratio of compliance would be found state-
wide in the assessment of all other classes of property. 
137-3-11 provides: "The Property Tax Administrator shall examine all 
complaints filed with him wherein it is alleged that a class or subclass of taxable 
property in a county has not been appraised or valued as required by law, or has 
been improperly or erroneously valued, or that the property tax laws have in any 
manner been evaded or violated. Complaints shall be in writing and may be filed 
only by a taxing authority in a county or by any taxpayer. Complaints may be filed 
only with respect to property located in the county in which the taxing authority levies 
taxes or in which the taxpayer owns taxable property. " 
In 1971 a taxpayer in Garfield County filed a complaint with the Property 
Tax Administrator concerning the assessment of grazing land in Garfield County. 
The Property Tax Administrator examined the complaint and instructed his staff 
to investigate the method of assessment. It was determined that the grazing land 
in Garfield County had not been properly appraised and assessed. However, when 
the Property Tax Administrator attempted to issue an order for the proper assess-
ment of that class of property, the Attorney General issued an opinion that the 
Property Tax Administrator had no authority to issue such order. He further 
stated that having investigated the complaint, the Property Tax Administrator had 
done all that was required of him by 13 7-3-11. Thus, 13 7-3-11 becomes meaning-
less unless the Property Tax Administrator, after examining a complaint and 
determining that the class of property has not been appraised or valued as required 
by law, has authority to issue an order. I would propose that this authority be 
added to 137-3-11. 
Article 7 of C.R. S., Chapter 137 provides for the assessment of oil and 
gas leaseholds and lands and provides that the assessment be based on 87½% of 
the selling price of the oil and gas produced, saved and sold therefrom during the 
preceding calendar year. In other words, production is used as the norm to value 
oil and gas leaseholds andlands. 
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Article 6 of Chapter 137 defines a producing mine as one whose grofs 
proceeds during the preceding calendar year exceeds the amount of $5, 000. The 
assessment is based on an amount equal to 25% of the gross proceeds or on the net 
proceeds, whichever is greater. Again, the assessment is based on production. 
The chapter excludes from this formula mines operated primarily for coal, 
asphaltum, rock, limestone, dolomite, or other stone products, sand, gravel. clay 
or earths. 
The statutes state that the exclusions are to be valu~d Ln~ .:ia.il.c: a.., a.. ... 0,nt..1 
lands, i.e., by use of 137-1-3 (5). However, it is my feeling from a review of 
the abstracts of assessment that gravel, peat, limestone, coal, etc., are valued 
the same as adjoining land, i.e., as waste land, grazing land or on a minimum 
acreage basis with no regard to production. 
The 1971 summary of Mineral Industry Activities published by the Colorado 
Bureau of Mines indicates nonmetalliferous extraction, exclusive of coal, in 
an amount of $59,531,026. Yet the combined abstracts of assessment of the counties. 
show an assessed value of $1,489,800, or 1½% of the production. If these non-
metalliferous extractive lands were assessed at 30%, based on production, the 
assessment would be in the neighborhood of $17,859,300. 
Also, the same Bureau of Mines report shows coal production in an amount 
of $30,251,443. The total assessment for the state taken from the abstracts of 
assessment is $1,075,380. At 30% of the gross production, the assessment would 
have been $9,075,430. 
These are wasting assets. Once they are depleted they cannot be replaced. 
It is my conviction that legislation should be enacted which would place the assess-
ment of nonmetalliferous extractive lands on a production formula the same as 
metalliferous extractive lands, and oil and gas leaseholds and lands. 
A growing industry in Colorado is that of the commerical feed lot feeder. 
In December of 1971 at the annual county assessors' convention, the assessors, 
without a dissenting vote, agreed to assess feed lot cattle at 7% of the feeder's 
prior year's investment, or $3 per head per month times the mill levy, or 10~ 
per head per day times the mill levy. These figures are compatible with the values 
established for range and stock cattle. A review of the abstracts of assessment 
reveal the following: only 8 counties used the agreed figures. One county used 
8% of the prior year's investment; 3 counties used 10% of the prior year's invest-
ment; 1 county used 41~ per head for the feeding period; 1 county used 11~ per 
head per day; 4 counties stated that they used Circular No. 1 minimum values 
even though minimum values are not stated in Circular No. 1 for commercial 
feeders; and another county used 3½% of the prior year's investment. There are 




To correct the situation, I feel legislation should be enacted which would 
place the assessment of feed lot cattle on a basis compatible with the assessment 
on range and stock cattle. 
In 1967 the Legislature enacted Article 13 of C.R.S. Chapter 137. This is 
the article which provides for a documentary fee on conveyances of real property. 
137-13-7 provides: "It shall be the duty of each assessor to examine at least once 
each year all documents recorded in his county upon which a documentary fee 
has been paid, and to determine in each case the consideration upon which such 
fee was computed and paid. He shall compile and maintain in his office continuing 
record of all such considerations to assist him in appraising property and determin-
ing the actual value thereof as required by the provisions of Section 137-1-3 (5)." 
It is gratifying to note that all but four counties have cooperated with the 
Di.vision of Property Taxation and are furnishing the compiled information. Some 
counties furnish the information on a monthly basis; some on a periodic basis; 
and a few on an annual basis. The information furnished is used to compile the 
annual Sales Ratio Study. In 1972, in addition to the county sales ratio, this 
Division was able to compile the county sales ratio by age group. For 1973 the 
report will show the sales ratio by county. by age groups, and by area within the 
county. 
To insure continuance of this report, I would urge that 137-13-7 be 
amended to require the assessor to compile the sales information monthly. to 
place the current assessed value opposite the sales price on the compilation, 
and to furnish a copy of the compiled information to the Division of Property 
Taxation on a monthly basis. 
Again, 137-1-2 (5) establishes a criteria for determination of actual value. 
In spite of this, and in spite of frequent advice to the contrary. we find at least 
17 counties that are engaged in the practice of allowing 11 subdivider discounts;" 
that is, the assessor assesses the land not yet sold by the subdivider at a lower 
value than that land which has been sold. This practice amounts to assessing 
people rather than property. I feel legislation should be enacted which would place 
a penalty on any assessor engaged in this practice. 
Some mention should be made also concerning the school foundation and 
state aid to schools. The first Minimum Education Program Act in 1943, was 
tied to assessed valuation. The most recent legislation provides for a 17 mill 
buy-in levy. Since 1943 each piece of legislation dealing with state aid to 
schools has put a premium on low assessed valuation. It is a well known and often 
discussed fact that if a county can maintain low assessed values and high mill 
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levies versus high assessed values and low mill levies, that the school distr::.cts 
in that county will receive more state funds for education than they would normally 
be entitled to. 
'J' 111· f'ol I owing table may be nl' interest to th1H co,nmit.l.ee: 
Percents of 
Per State & Local 
Year Property Tax Capita Government % of GNP 
1902 • 7 of a billion $ 9 • 82 3,2 
1922 3,3 billion $ 30 • 82 4. 5 
1946 5 billion $ 36 • 50 2.4 
1963 20 billion $107 .45 3.4 
1966 25 billion $125 • 44 3.4 
1969 31 billion $151 • 40 3.4 
We can all agree that with the steady increase in prices since World War II, 
school buses cost more; road maintenance equipment costs more; buildings and 
structures cost more; the salaries of teachers and other county employees have 
increased. An automobile that cost $900 in 1941 will cost $4, 000 to $4, 500 today. 
A home that cost $5,000 in 1941 will cost from $20,000 to $25,000 today. Property 
taxes have not increased in the same proportion. The table indicates that property 
taxes do not take any greater percentage of the gross national product today than 
they did in 1963, and a smaller percentage of the gross national product than 
in 1922. Why, then, do we hear the constant statement that "taxes have reached 
an unbearable burden?" Because over a period of time we have constantly eroded 
the tax base, and the burden of taxation falls on fewer classes of taxpayers, 
especially the homeowner, and it is beginning to pinch. Thought should be given 
to enlargement rather than erosion of the tax base. 
The following statement may also be of interest to the committee: "Another 
basis for opposition to the Tax Commission, the history of which begins long before 
the establishment of the body, is afforded by the old feud against the corporations. 
There appears to be a substantial portion of the community which feels that the 
large corporations have, in the past, obtained unfair advantage in taxation and in 
other fields, to the detriment of the interest of the state at large. The tax commissiot 
is charged with the responsibility of assessing the public utilities, and, consequently, 
its actions have been closely scrutinized by those who have bitterness in their hearts 




11The sentiment in favor of local self-government, which is very strong in 
Colorado, also appears to cause dissatisfaction with the commission. To have in 
cxiRtencr. a body with power to overthrow the assessments of a locally elected 
official appenrR to many to he "un-American" and oppressive. This particula1· 
element in the situation is stressed by some of the local assessors in their corre-
spondence and appears in some of the resolutions sponsored by the Farmers' 
Education and Co-operative Union. 
"Closely related to this type of opposition is that which springs from the 
golden opportunity open to the county assessor to 11play politics." It is alleged 
that some of the assessors have sought to ingratiate themselves with the electorate 
in their counties by making low assessments with the purpose of rousing the commis-
sion to a battle in which the assessor can parade in the attractive role of champion 
of the oppressed, struggling to obtain justice from a powerful and tyrannical state 
authority. 
11 With these elements present in the situation to begin with, it is not 
surprising that the work of the tax commission, both in equalizing and in making 
original assessments, should fail to give universal satisfaction. But to these 
must be added the friction which arises from time to time in the course of the 
administration of such an office. The judgment of the local assessor is reviewed 
and ofttimes must be disapproved. Irritation and antagonism, more or less personal 
in its nature, is apt to arise and actually has developed to a considerable extent in 
Colorado. Especially if an appeal is taken to the courts, does bitterness develop in 
such cases, and the Colorado tax commission has been involved in litigation of 
this type almost constantly since its establishment.'' 
These words were not written in 1964 when the commission was deprived 
of much of its authority, nor were they written upon demise of the commission on 
July 1, 1971. These words were taken from the annual report of the Colorado 
Tax Commission written in 1916. 
